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,ArtiO.. ,+ :  .,,,, n cml Dad wins his paternal rights 
VINELAND, N.J. (AP) - -  A three-year-uld recerdeonlyasC,M, tthefather) andC.C. (the The lawyers asid the patr were friende in1976 molher e~us,kl, heclalmedvlsltationrlghtsas 
baby who was the product of artificial in-mother). . 
se..min.a.tion between two ~ien&. will carry.the Lawyers .for the two declined Monday to when the woman decided she wanted to have a the father and won in a closed session. 
baby out of wedlock. C.M. agreed to provide In return, he agreed to make support 
turners name, a ~upenor uourt ju~e nag treed, identify theft clients or tell their occupations, semen to the woman without being paid. payments and to provide a medleal-lnsursnce 
• The father will also be permitted to visit the Thelawyers caid bothwerein their20sandllved policy for the child. 
soy and will contribute mJpport payments, the inVinelandwhentheartifleisllnseminatlontcol/ The woman's lawyer, Philip Lipman of The records aid the father found ha could not 
court ruled, place. Vineland, said C.C. inseminated herself, ap- obtain the Insurance policy because the child's 
The ease was decided last month in a cloud Klelner rendered his decklon Oct. 2 and parently at home. birth certificate listed the father aa unknown. 
family court session by Superior Court Judge submitted it to legal Journals for publication. On The father wont back into court asking the 
Steven Klelnar. Oct..29; a Supreme Court committee approved A baby boy was bern, the records howed, and birth certificate he amended to llst him as the 
The man and woman were identified in coup. the Juuge's report for publication, the father sought to visit his son. When the father and that the child be given his last name. 
/ 
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Extreme caution was what was called for as crews worked to extricate tanker 
Photo by Greg Mlddleton 
Propane caused tension 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
A tanker truck 
carrying 3750 gallons of 
propane, an explosive 
and f lammable l iquid, 
Smithers 
trio die 
in crash 
FORT ST. JAMES, B.C. 
(CP) --  Three persons were 
reported killed and a sur- 
vivor is in critical condition 
following the crash Monday 
of a single-engine plane 
about 130 kilometrns nor- 
thwest of this central Into- 
riB' community. 
RCMP said the Otter 
aircraft went down near the 
British Columbia Railway 
line at Leo Creek. 
No identities were 
available. 
Police said the crash of the 
commercially-owned air- 
craft occurred at about 4:30 
p.m. shortly after takeoff 
from a short private airstrip. 
Rescue operations were 
held up for several hours 
because of darkness and 
poor weather. The injured 
man had to be taken from the 
crash site to hospital in 
Prince George by rail. 
Transport ministry in- 
vestigators were on their 
way to the crash site. 
slid off Johnson Road into 
a storm ditch Monday 
morning.. 
Terrace RCMP quickly 
sealed off the area just 
below Merkley Road 
wh i le  Thornh i l l  
f i re f ighters  took  
precautions to ensure 
there were no leaks of the 
explosive substance. The 
firefighters, the RCMP 
and Canadian Propane hours in careful ly 
Company personel on removing the truck from 
hand spent almost five the embankment. 
SEVEN B UTANE 
TANKS A BOMB 
PRINCE GEORGE, George Hart ley,  
B.C. (CP) ' - -  A assistant director of the 
derailment of seven provincial emergency 
butane tank cars here last program in this central 
Nov. 14 could have easily Interior community, told 
exploded and "been citycounciithatone f the 
followed by a Mis- tankers was perched 
stssauga-type chemical precariously ns the bank 
disaster, a local above two others and had 
emergency program of- it slid an explosion would 
finial said Monday. almost certainly have 
The ears, carrying 630 occurred. 
There was no attempt 
to evacuate any of the 
residents in the area. as a 
The mother had refused to consent, o the 
changes. 
In his opinion, Kleiner called the father's 
motivation "laudable and is clearly in the child's 
present and future best interest." 
Lipmen said each parent remains ingle. He 
saidhe does not think they are still friends. 
The lawyers aid there are no plans for ap- 
peaig. 
"My client said that she Just doesn't want any 
more hassle over this," Lipman said. 
BRIAN BROOKE... 
. . .wu  shd lng  
tons of highly-flammable 
butane, were pushed off 
the British Columbia 
Railway tracks 
mudslide along bYth: 
Fraser River between the 
Prince George Pulp and 
Paper and Northwnod 
Pulp and Timber mills. 
He later told reporters 
that a concussion from 
the blast would have 
ruptured chlorine and 
other toxic chemical 
tanks at the mills. 
Hartley said council 
should take a ~loso look at 
the hank. 
STAN BERGUNDER... 
...flrK time 
see  
page 3 
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• 14 Flavors 
BOTTLE DEPOT 
Beer & Pop Boflles 
4&16 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Open 10a.m..6 p.m. dellyexmpt Sunday 
Frl.tlll9 pxn. 
A mat ter  
of  honor  
Carter wants revenge 
WASHINGTON (AP)  - -  A 
U.S.  senator said today'  
President Carter considers 
the honor of the United 
States more important than 
the American hostages being 
held by Iranian student 
militants at the U.S. em- 
bassy in Tehran. 
"The president made it 
clear that the honor comes 
before the lives of the 
hostages," Senator Bennett 
Johnston (Des, La.) said 
after a breakfast meeting 
with the president. 
Johnston also said Carter 
will take some sort of 
retaliatory action against 
Iron once the hostages are  
released. 
"All of us feel he will do 
something eke," the senator 
said. "There are a whole 
range of spa,one --  not 
necessari ly involving 
military action." 
He sahi ~ter  does not be~ 
lteve "the dints is wiped 
clean" by simply releasing 
the hostages. 
He quoted Carter as saying 
his first concern is the coun- 
try's hono¢. He said the 
president meant that there 
are certain things he will not 
de to obtain the release of the 
hostages, uch as extradite 
the deposed shah to Iron. 
"There ate conditions this 
country will not pay," 
Johnston said. 
Later, White House 
spokesman Judy Powell said 
Carter, at the breakfast, 
"made no reference to any 
sort of purdUve action." 
Referring to Johnson's 
comment hat Carter con. 
siders hono¢ more important 
than the hostages, Pewell 
said the president merely 
re i te ra ted  ear l ie r  
statements hat the United 
States "will not yield to 
blackmail and will not 
negotiate under duress." 
~ : .qenkt~i~ie l l . ,  Long 
(Dem. IA~) Mid the Carter 
admlnistrotiou should take 
stronger action, pointing out 
he had also urged stnmger 
action during the year-long 
captivity in North Korea of 
crew members frmn the U.S. 
Navy interlllgencegathering 
ship Pueblo. 
"I think all nations ought 
to take the attitude that to 
seize their embassies i an 
act of war," Long said. "I 
think we ought o treat it as 
an act of war." 
He stopped short of urging 
military action, saying: 
"There's no point in me 
saying what I would do. I am 
not the president." 
Representative John Bra- 
demas (Dem, Ind.) said all 
the partioipanta at the 
breakfast "felt it was im- 
pertani to continue to take a 
restrained position ... 
because we all know any 
other action could endanger 
the lives of the hostages, 
He ea/d L~ere was some 
apprehens ion  over  
suggestions that hearings be 
held on the shah's regime. 
Iranians mobilizing 
TEHRAN (AP) -- kan The commanders of the 
stepped up military ac- 
tivating today after Ayatollah 
Ruhollah Khemeini exhorted 
his followers to mobilize to 
fight the "Satanic" power of 
the United States. 
Paratroopers in full battle 
dress were seen at Tehran's 
Mehrabed Airport, which is 
also a major air force base, 
embarking on Hercules 
transport aircraft for an 
unknown destination. 
Newspapers reported that 
the Iranian navy "started 
defensive operations" inthe 
Persian Gulf. 
Security 
council 
debating 
army, the navy and the air 
force all said that their 
forces are on alert, "ready to 
defend ,ran with the last 
drop of their blood." 
The ground forces com- 
MINING 
STUDENTS 
EMBASSY 
TEHRAN (Reuter) - -  
Mos lem students oc- 
I cupying the U.S. 'Era- l 
m haasy in Tehran today m 
I urged people to keep I
I away from the compound,, 
| saying U,S, agents plan to [ 
I raid the mission and free m 
u the 49 U.S. hostages still m 
held there. 
"The embaasy'grounds, 
the walls and the 
buildings where the 
hostages are held are 
mined or wired with 
explosives," the students 
said in a communique 
broadcast over the of- 
flcisl radio. 
The students, who 
seized the embassy on 
Nov. 4, said U.S. agents 
plan a raid in the next few 
days during the period of 
Moslem mourning com- 
memcraiing the death of 
the prophet Mohammed's 
grandson. 
mender, identified only as 
Gen. Fallahi, was quoted in 
the Islamic Republic 
newspaper as saying he has 
crdered the air space over 
the holy city of Qum closed to 
all aircraft. Qua, 160 
idiometres south of Tehran, 
is the permanent residence 
of Khomeini, Iran's religious 
and l~lltical leader. 
Outside the U.S. Embassy 
in Tehran, where 49 U.S. 
hostages are detained, the 
revolutionary guards end 
militant students gusrding~ 
star.ed the compound ' 
distributing weapons-i 
training pamphlets to : 
hundreds of demouatrators 
who gathered outside the: 
gates. 
Gallstone 
removed 
NEW YORK (KIP) - -  A 
team of doctors led by a: 
Vancouver radiologist has 
removed the deposed shah of 
Iran's remaining gallstone 
but wants to keep Ida under 
observation for the next few 
days, s hospital spokesman 
said today. 
The removal of the 
gallstone was expected to be 
the last medical barrier to 
the shah's ability to travel, 
UNITED NATIONS (AP) 
--  The UN Security Council 
planned to begin its debate 
on the U.S.-lranian crisis 
today and Secretary-General 
Kurt Waldheim raised the 
possibility the Iranians 
might free their 49 U.S. 
heshges in exchange for an 
international inquiry into 
their accusations against the 
shah. 
The iS members of the 
Security Council met 
privately until almost 
midn ight  Monday  n ight .  
Residents want fire protection 
By ED YUDIN would favor incorporation i  spite of the increased In other words, the regional district board could 
Herald Staff Writer taxation that would result, help set up the machinery for installation of the ser- 
Residents in the area where the propane-filled Another resident of Merkley Road. Rosemarie vice, but the actual costs would be borne by the tax- 
Brand, said the efforts to get fire protection started payers. 
when there were two area housefires two years ago. Alice Chen-Wing is the representative for the area 
She indicated she "might go for the idea" of ir,- until her term expires at the end of this month. She 
Grits win 
byelection tanker truck went off the road Monday  are in favour 
of some sort of fire protection service but are at a loss 
MONTREAL (CP)  - -  as to how to go about it. 
Provincial Liberals chalked Residents on that section of the bench don't receive 
Unc la imed " ,o protection since they are beyond the city limits of 
inry Monday as Hebert Marx Terrace. Iris too expensive for the residents tosetup aoverwhe lmed Pat t i  ashes go ~,~, ,  candidate David service themselves. 
Levine- 23,313 votes to 791 Bob Stefanik, who resides on Merkley Road ad- 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  A -- in the riding of D'Arcy jacent o where the accident occurred, says An effort 
~.year accumulation of the 
unclaimed ashes of about 
6,000 persons at Vancouver 
Crematorium Ltd. will he 
disposed of in six common 
graves on Feb. I if no one 
redeems them, crematorium 
director W. A. Shnpson, said 
Monday. 
,L"We_pt_~vep~_~m for 
McGee. was made just over two years ago to get fire protee- 
Marx, a 47-year.old tion. 
, l  t , professor In constitutional i t r t la l lydidntpanout,  we just couidn t get enough 
t ,  ,, t t ,  law at Unlversite de Mon- money, he said. We really don t know what to do. 
irsal, drew almost 97 per When it was suggested the area could eventually 
cent of the votes cast in the 
Engilsh.spenklng riding, seek incorportation into Terrace's boundaries he 
Current standings in the retorted "I would sooner not be incorporated." 
national assembly: Pq ~;  Heather Gurosey, whose husband was one of the 
Liberal 30; Union Nationaie prime movers of the petition to buy flreflghting 
n. , . .~- - .~- - ,  o ..,,,....A.., r^. ,,.o .,.¢ . . . . . .  '^" areas, says she 
corporation if it would bring fire protection. 
Cliff Best, the fire chief for Terrace, agrees 
something should be done for residents of North Eby, 
the Woodlands, Kalum Lake Road and other unin- 
corporated area. 
"There should be some type of fire protection out 
there, there is no doubt about it," he said. He 
suggested the problem could only be solved by the 
District of Terrace or the regional district board. 
John Pousette, the secretary-administrator of the 
regional district of Kitimat-Stikine xplained there 
isn't that much his group could do. 
"In our instance we provide the facility, the people 
in the area would have to pay for the fulli service," he 
qnid 
envisions a number of ways fire service could reach 
the outlying areas. She thinks the residents from a 
number of districts including the Woodlands and 
Kalum Lake Road could ge together and enter into a 
contract with the municipality whereby service is 
provided up to a designated boundary point. She says 
the municipality could be paid on a per job basis or on 
a straight yearly fee. 
She thinks incorportation would force Terrace to 
provide fire protection. 
"They are going tohave to do that if they ever take 
in the areas north of Terrace," she said. 
Stan Kerr, who takes over as the regional district 
director next month, sol ' fire protection is "one of the 
things people have been talking to me about." 
Kprr ~qv.~ it i q.aO.moth;nO hp ,ItN,Itl l}Ira in hvdr in@~ 
mmnmnnm 
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Lougheed to bargain for oil price 
' OTTAWA (C]P) -- Alberta cL~m~quO~e~t~;talpsflte ~ ins adofTocontoasthenew Lend $3 billion over five Lo~lfded~.~l~u~Pdkue~t~: thts msei lngwi l l reeul t in  
Premier Peter Lougheed end "sate price'; for gas, which years to a national energy hi~niflcant progress. 
.brought a bag of goodies to U.S. oil prices rather than means AIbsrta producers hank at commercial lending weeks. Hehas aid, though, that if bee's more than 200,000 the weekend 
,barter for higher oil prices followaformatoffixedprice would pay the cost of tran- rates, agreement cannot be public employees and civil government's final offers 
.and continued control over rises at projected time inter, sporting s= to quebec from Clark, who has met with reached be is prepared to servants, still bound by a are "globally unacceptable" 
impose a schedule of price special noatrike law, begin and recemmeoded that its 
voting today on contract members vote s~dmt hem, 
offers that the varu Junior college teachers 
energy resources and 
.revenues at a meeting today 
iwith Prime Minister Clark. 
Alberta Energy Mlnkter 
~Merv Leitch, making the 
first official statement 
.Monday on the position the 
"province will take at the 
~mesting, said that in ex. 
,change for higher prices and 
resource control Alberta was 
prepared to: 
--Inerenee oil prices 
.gradually and keep the 
tCanadian price for con- 
ventlonal light crude at up to 
90 per cent of the average 
.U,S, price. 
vals. 
--Accelerate oil sands 
development and invest $3 
hill/on to $4 billion from the 
Heritage Savings Trust Fund 
in equity and debt financing 
in the next two oil sanas 
projects. 
--.Give Ottawa a larger 
shace of income from future 
oil sands developments by 
accepting less favorable 
commercial terms for itself. 
--Provide the costly 
"organinatic~ for permanent 
and accelerated oil sands 
development. 
--Accept Quebec City 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
NOTICE 
Call for Tenders 
SNOW REMOVAL 
Toronto. 
--Help finance five major 
new ener~, projects in other 
provinces. 
The meeting at Clark's 24 
Suss~ Drive residence, may 
~e~nrdlent the Ottawa's last 
.ca at'us agreement that 
Energy eating wealth 
By ERIC HAMOViTCH told a United Nations confer- 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  eaceonlong.termener~y re- 
Energy is gobbling a sources. 
growiN~ share of wealth and Non.renewable resources 
"cann iba l i z ing"  the sucb as oil ave bound to keep 
economic system it is sup- gst~g mare expensive, and 
posed to be serving, thatmakesselarenergyloak 
American ecologist and better than ever in the long 
author Barry Commoner run, Commoner said at the 
conferanca's opening session 
Sealed bids relating to the removal of snow from 
the Terrace Arena Parking Lots and the Terrace 
Swirnming Pool Parking Lot; will be accepted at 
the Municipal Offices until 4:30 p.m., November 
30, 1979. Interested parties requiring further in- 
formation, may obtain this from the Municipal 
Offices, 3215 Eby Street, during normal business' 
hours. 
Tenders must be submitted in sealed envelopes - 
addressed to the Clerk Administrator and clearly 
marked "Snow Removal". • The lowest or any 
tender not necessarily accepted. 
E.R. Hallsor 
Clerk Administrator. 
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But the conversion to solar 
eaorW will take a long time 
and it will be costly. Nalursi 
/~lta the best transitional 
as the world moves 
away from its dependence on
otl, he said. • . 
One way to ease the trsesi- 
tim is to build small ocal co- 
generating plants using 
natural gas to produce both 
electricity and heat. later, 
solar heafln~ techniques 
could gradually replace gas 
for part of the plant's energy 
requirements. 
The energy crisis is funda- 
mentally an economic risis, 
he said. Energy from non- 
renewable sources "will, in 
effect, cannibalize the 
economic system which it is 
auppmed to support.,,, Solar 
energy can restore the 
vitality of the world 
economic system." 
Other speakers Monday 
talked about how to deter- 
mine the extents to which 
eaeray production should be 
decentralized to small units 
and how to decide on 
government subsidies for 
energy development. 
Milton Russell, director of 
the en~ policy section of 
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Ferule 
laugheed several times in 
recentweeks  without increases. 
reachingagreement, tdd the' Energy Minister Ray 
Hnatyshyn said the ikt of Coituses Monday he 
outstanding issues has 
dwindled, with only pricing 
and a prulmed federal self- 
sufficiency tax still to be 
resolved, 
the Resources for the Future Alberta la against he new 
institute In Washington, self-sufficiency tax being 
pointed to numerous 
arguments in favor of 
subsidies to encourage 
development of national 
suppUm -- smaller import 
bills, arability ef supply, 
employment possibilities 
and regional development. 
But he warned that sub- 
sidles should not get in the 
way of scrapping p roJec~ 
that don't work out anu 
should be regulated to en- 
courage fficiency. He also 
warned against allowing 
partisans of any .one energy 
form, such as nuclear power, 
to make policy decisions. 
Maurice Strong, con- 
ference co.chairman and 
former chairman of Pears- 
Canada, told the conference 
that nearly all Canadian 
energy research funds went 
into nuclear power until 
recently because a powerful 
nuclear establishment had 
the government in its grip. 
Wednesday, the eon- 
ferunoe will hear offlciata of 
Petruleos do Venezuela, the 
Venezt~elnn state oil com- 
pany, talk about he target 
oil field in the world. 
In an interview Monday, 
Venezuelan oil official Hu~o 
Ftnol said the Orinoco oil 
belt in the South American 
country contains "one hell of 
rnde" a lot of heavy c . . . . .  
Finol pointed to estimates 
that 500 billion harrok of 
highcinality crude san be 
recovered from the Orinoco 
belt. That's as much a= the 
world's total recoverable 
proven reserves of con. 
ventional crude. And the 
heavy ell could be extracted 
and up~raded for less than 
the onrrext world oil price. 
Some: heavy oil depeelte 
yield only two or three per 
cent of their depnslte 
becmue it's difficult to get 
them .out of the ground, but 
Finnl said he expected the 
Orinoco belt could I~ made 
to y i~ u~u~ u ,~.W 
cesit'~ i te '~t~ ~'~' ' 
He said an unusual 
8eol~llcal structure allows 
some of the crude to be 
,squeezed out of oilbnarind 
sands by a compaction 
i mechunlmn that sets to work 
when the preum cdtapeus 
deeper undeqFound. 
Steam injection techniques 
to make the heavy o/1 more 
fluid also helps, he said, as 
well as ~ tmdoqp'oand 
, temperature. 
NAMED TO COUNCIL 
VICTORIA (CP) -- The 
provincial cabinet has ap 
pointed Dr. H, M. Ellis of 
Burnaby and Martin 
,Wedepohl d Vancouver as 
directors of the Science 
Council of B.C. They replace 
J, N. ~ ef Victoria and 
Dr. R. W. Stewart of Sidney, 
B.C., who rmlgned. 
levied on nil new revenue 
rnsulttn~ from annual in. 
creases of more glum ~ a 
barrel. Ottawa would skim 
off half the new revenue to 
help finance development of
alternate energy sources. 
Lougheed says revenue 
should not be taxed as long 
as it is being reinvested in 
exploration and develop. 
sent -  as the province Is 
offering to do. Alberta 
H the proposal as an in. 
vaeton - el ~ provincial 
Jurisdiction over natural 
r~sourcse. 
The federal ~vernment 
says its proposal would not 
supply enough additional 
revenue to allow flunchig of 
usseatial new projects and la 
believed to have made a 
counter-proposal in this 
HE LEFT 
A MESSAGE 
NEW YORK (AP) --  A 
~/-year-old artist chopped 
off two of hi= fin~em 
Monday after the art 
editor of the Sobs Weekly 
News aid he couldo't alk 
to him until after 
deadline. 
When he was rushed to 
hospital, Henry Ben- 
vemti at first refused 
permission for s ~  
tO try to rsattaeh the third 
and fourth fingeru on his 
left hand, a hospital 
opohasman Rid. 
But the Spokesman said 
Benveauti agreed to the 
surety after talkl~ with 
his gir.lfriend and a 
psychiatrist. 
Benveauti arrived at 
the newspaper's office 
and said he had an ap. 
Ix~ntment with art editor 
Gerry Mars~atl, 
. Marmr, li s.l~.~ with 
' ~nv~ by tel@hone, 
telling him he had no 
appointment. He said 
Benveautl then told him 
he wanted to "rap about 
the art world." 
"I told him I was on 
deadline and ff he left his 
name and number I would 
sail him back after S p.m. 
That's when he said 
.'You're Just like all the 
other art writers or 
something like that'," 
Marmrati said. 
'TII leave a s tump,"  
Benvenuti told the 
receptionist. He took a 
..mail axe from bla brief- 
ease, chopped off his 
fingers and walked away. 
Police found him 
blsedlng In a taxi several 
blocks away and took him 
to hospital. 
quebecols government says 
are final., 
Some members of the 
common front alliance of 
public sector employees --  
notably nurses, n .on.medical 
health care wor~ers ann 
school blue collar employees 
-- appear eady to ratify 
their contracts, hut about 
105,000 teachers are ex- 
pected to hold out. 
The executive nf the 
C, entrale de rEmeignement 
du Quebec, representing 
primary and secondary 
have expressed similar 
discontent but there am net 
likely to be any teacher 
strikes before the new year, 
even though the antlatrike 
law expires Saturday. 
The government has ~. 
fared to reopen talks with the 
teachers and union 
spokesmen have all but ruled 
out a pre-Chrtatmns strike. 
fearing that the holiday 
break would dilute its effect. 
January would be thn best 
time to walk out, the unions 
believe. 
Oil production stable 
ABU DHABI (AP) -- Most U-.S. Treasury Secretary 
oil-exporting countries William Miller said Otelha's 
probably will maintain oH statements are an indication 
production ,at their current that the influence of OPEC 
high levels and are expected price hawks may be 
to increase prices only receding. 
slightly in 1980, the chairman 
of the Organizetion of Pet- 
releum Exporting Countries Milter is in Abu Dhald, sue 
says. 
"I believe OPEC will be 
responsible In this 
situation," Mana Saeed 
Oteiba, Abu Dhabi's oil 
minister, told reporters 
Monday in a reference to 
OPEC's meeting in Caracas, 
Venezuela, Dec. 17 to fix new 
.oil pricns. 
of seven tiny Persian Gulf 
states Joined u the United 
Arab Emlratee, on a tour of 
three Arab off.producing 
countries. He travels to 
Kuwait later today and will 
atop briefly in London before 
returnin~ home Thursday. 
He visited Saudl Arabia 
earllcr. 
Pensions protected 
because their Jobs are k- 
terrupted moceoften by such 
to protect pensions from things as child-rearing and 
being eroded by hdlation, thclrempinymenttendatohe 
Health Minister David concentrated in area5 of 
TORONTO (CP) -- The 
federal government intends 
Cromble said Monday. 
Speaking to the 
Association. of Pension 
Management, Cromble also 
said the government would 
like.to ace the mandatory r~ 
~ent  ads Of~ removed 
and pensions admlnktered 
differently to allow for 
mobility in the work force so 
that people won't be 
penalized for leaving a Job. 
The needs of women will 
be examined, Crombie said, 
relatively low pension 
coverage and wages. 
Altbet~h C~mbls did not 
indicate whe~ chanps wm]d 
be ,.lntTodd~'d~ he Said 
pr0tectlnn •qalhat inflation 
and allowance for mobility 
were urgently needed. 
He added that lsglalaUon 
protecting allowances gives 
pomlomr's widows under 65 
will be introduced in th~ 
session of Parliament 
Ontar io  won ' t  ta lk  
By MARJ WELCH 
. TORONTO (CP) - -Tom 
Welk did net mince W~de. 
Mo~de~ when he"s~Id~Oh: ': 
tarts will not negotiate. 
sovereignty.association with
quebec. 
"No negotiations, period. 
That's what it means," the 
Ontario intergovernmental 
affairs minister told 
reporters after delivering a
SEEKS INQUIRY 
VICTORIA (CP) -- 
Flnance~:Minlster Hugh 
Curtis said Monday that the 
federal government has 
asked the Bureau ~ In- 
teruatimel Expo~ltions to 
carry out a preliminary 
V~qutry into the proposed 
encouver wor ldtran-  
aportailon exposition. Curtis, 
in Paris to promote Transpo 
88, said the request is a 
. major and positive step to. 
ward early accreditation of
the B.C. plan, 
Tenace Dowatowa Lions Club 
• . o thank those 
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similar stem mew in the 
legislature., 
No • matter,~ =,ntl~,, 
Qb~e~bc '" ' l~r~'~ler *'~ Rene 
Levesque's white paper, ,  
worded, it is asking 
Quebecers tovote ~ gzdmg 
for political independence 
and Ontario won't accept 
that, Wells told the house. 
"The emotional at- 
mnsphere surrounding tlm 
• political rupture of Canada 
would ensure that no Ontario 
government would be in. 
cllned to  asSetS_ate 
soverelguty-seloctatton," he 
said. 
"In any event, it would not 
be in our interests to do so 
and the pro~ an it has 
been put before tim simply 
will not work." 
His statement was a 
response to the white paper 
on sovereignty.association 
released by the Parti 
quebec~ government Nov. 
1, 
:+LIBRAR Y .. 
Caution urged Northern Y.kea: Cloudy 
' on the lease 
':.'A Terrace alderman, 
.Helmut Glesbrecht, Is 
wondering why the District 
:of Terrace is prepared to 
.lease out the basement ofthe 
public library for 10 years 
,when it might require the 
space itself someilme in the 
'f~ture ' , 
At Monday evening's 
.session of council, 
Gleabrecht made a motion 
that a clause be inserted in 
the contract with the 
Terrace Arts Aeaootatlon, so
that some contingency plans 
would come into being 
should the basement 
facilities he required before 
the contract runs out. 
"At the last meeting there 
Kitimat 
women 
get grant 
Kltlmat Community 
Services has received a 
t~8,000 grant from the Job 
creation branch of Em- 
ployment Canada to fund a 
program for unemployable 
women for a second year. 
The program gives women 
a. chance to earn a salary 
while upgrading office and 
typing skills; 
Nine women took the 
course in 197a-79. Four have 
found Jobs and five are now 
employable although not 
looking for work. 
The program, called FAST 
for Fast Accurate 
Stenographic Services, of. 
fers free typing to any 
charitable or non.profit 
organization. 
The project is supervised 
by KCS. Volunteer Co.' 
ordinator Je~m' Koe. The 
mac NeU;: a ~tlullfled• 
bookkeeper. ':"~"¢ " . . . . .  
HELMUT GIEBBRECHT 
WaS some discussion as to 
whether or not a straight 10 
year contract was in the beat 
interests of the district, in 
that due to expansion, the 
library might be leaking at 
using the basement." he 
said. "We don't have any 
way to get out of that." 
There wee considerable 
discussion on the issue, and 
now the question will go to 
the finance committee. 
In other council news, Dec. 
10 has been.set as the date 
for a public meeting to 
review the changes made in 
the first draft "of the com- 
munity plan. The mee~g 
will take place in council 
chambers before the regular 
meeting of council. 
Municipal treasurer Kelth 
Norman has recommended 
to council that the animal 
control cuntruct for 1980 be 
awarded to the second lowest 
of three bids tendered. In n 
letter explaining his 
recommendation, Norman 
~idinted out that the lowest 
der, Aime Tharrien was 
unavailable when contacted 
on two occasions. In- 
terpreting this as a lack of 
interest on Therrien'n part, 
be said the contract should 
go to the next lowest bidder, 
Derls Sturko, the present 
contract holder. The matter 
waS : dkcussed in ' a com- 
mittee of the whole session. 
Nattress takes 
seat on Monday 
The inaugural meeting of 
the new Terrace council will 
take place next Monday, 
Dec. 3. .... 
~be~ ~.r~Lof .  ~e Nov. J7 ~i:  ~-~!eett~i/:'th~e 
only once change in 
the makeup of council, Molly 
Nattress will fill the seat 
currently occupied by Alan 
8outer, who failed to win re- 
election by a narrow 23 vote 
margin. The end of Soutor's 
term ako means a new 
chairman for the parks and 
recreation committee will 
have to be appointed by 
Terrac~ Mayor Dave 
Maroney. ~ . . . .  
At Monday's meeting it 
will also be decided which 
two members represent 
council on the regional 
district board. Presently 
that Job is filled by Alderman 
Bob Cooper and Jack 
Taisira, 
Council has also passed a 
motion picking up the ex- 
MOLLY NATTRE88 
pauses of the new alderman, 
Molly Nattreas,: should she 
decide to attend the Union of 
Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  
Municipalities eminar for 
newly elected represen. 
tatives in Vancouver on Nov. 
17. 
The official results from 
the municipal eleotiona show 
that 1315 voters or 28 per cent 
of those ligible chose to cut 
their ballots. 
Business promo 
plan for region 
soeretary.treasurer of the 
regional district, said 
Monday that no contracts or 
agreements have yet been 
signed. The commkalon's 
mandate and funding would 
come through the Canada 
and B.C. Industrial 
Development Subsidiary 
Agreement (IDSA). Similar 
commissions are In 
operailo;z in other regional 
districts. 
The Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stlkine has received 
permission to form an 
economic development 
commission for thin area. 
The purpose of the com- 
misoim would be topromote 
bus'.neso and industrial 
development by conducting 
economic studies. The data 
would be made available to 
these wishing to use it. 
John Pousette, the 
Fruit left over 
Caledonia Senior ~econ. 
dary school's sale of fruit has 
run into a snag-they have 
extra boxes left over. 
Clayton Lloyd.Jones, a 
teacher at COl and 
Seminar 
on toys 
cancelled 
spokesman for the fruit.sale 
drive, says that there are 
several boxes left of the fruit 
that Cal students old door- 
to-door orders for a couple oR 
weeks ago. 
Oranges and grapefruits, 
fresh from Florida, are 
being sold in 20 and 40-ponnd 
boxes, The small boxes are 
$I0 each, and the large ones 
ere $18 each. 
Lloyd-Jones ays that the 
proceeds from the sale of 
fruit will be used to help 
defray the cost of travel,. 
uniforms and other athletic 
costa. 
If you are interested in 
picking up a box d oranges 
or grapefruits, phone 
Caledonia at 635-6531, or 
drop by and ask for Lloyd- 
Jones during the day. 
Northwest Community 
College's planned toy buying 
son, gnat has been e~ceil.ed 
because the speager ts 
unable to attend. 
Hol ly  Horsburg ,  
representative of the federal 
consumer affairs depart- 
ment will he unable to make 
the trip from Prince George, 
where she is stationed. INVENTED ELEVATOR 
Northwest Community The first passenger 
College regrets having to elevator began operation in 
cancel its seminar originally 1857 when Elisha Graves 
Otis invented his spring. scheduled for Wednesday safety device. 
night. 
with occasional sunny 
periods today. Overcast 
tonight. Minus 23 to minus 27 
today and overnight. Milder 
at higher elevations. Periods 
of snow Wednesday with 
brisk northeast winds until 
afternoon. Turning milder 
with highs Wednesday minus 
12 to minus 15. 
Klondike Stewart River. 
Beaver Creek Peily: Sunny 
with occasional cloudy 
periods today. Highs near 
minus 10 except minus 14 to 
minus 18 in valleys of the 
Pelly region. Clouding over 
today with lows minus 15 to 
minus 18. Periods of snow 
Wednesday. Highs around 
minus 7. 
Casalar mountains Llard: 
Sunny with occasional 
cloudy periods today. 
Continuing overcast with low 
clond and patchy fog in some 
valleys. Highs minus 5 to 
minus 8. Clouding over 
tonight. Lows near minus 11. 
Periods of snow wednesday 
morning changing to raiser 
mixed rain and snow by 
afternoon. Moderate 
southeast winds in some 
valleys Wednesday. Highs 
plus I to plus 3. 
Kluane Whltehorse 
southern lakes: Becoming 
cloudy rids afternoon. Highs 
today near minus 2. Periods 
of wet snow beginning 
overnight changing to rain or 
mixed rain end snow 
Wednesday  morning. 
From one, 
firefighter noted, "we 
determined that there 
was no danger at that 
time." One residentin the 
immediate vicinity was 
informed of the accident. 
Brian Brooke, the 
• driver for the Canadian 
Propane company 's  
vehicle explained that 
while he wasn't hurt 
during the incident, he 
"shook for a couple of 
minutes." 
He said he bad pulled 
over to the side of the 
unpaved road and 
stopped to allow a couple 
of vehicles to pass. The 
truck then simply slipped 
off the road's shoulder 
and came to a rest on its 
side. Fortunately, there 
were no leaks, something 
which could have 
resulted in a catastrophe. 
• Cliff Best, the Terrace 
fire chief, was the first to 
arrive on the scene, 
though the rescue 
operation was handled by 
the Thornhlll ftrefighters, 
said safety precautions to 
prevent leakage were 
taken immediately. 
"The valve between the 
tank and supply lines was 
shut off," he said. "These 
are the ones not 
susceptible to rupture." 
According to Webb, the 
driver removed the 
electrical terminals from 
the batteries, and had bis 
fire extinguisher ready in 
case of a leakage. Webb 
said it wouldn't have 
taken very much to ignite 
the .fuel. 
"This is kind of 
dangerous tuff, if there 
is a leakage there is a 
real danger of a violent 
explosion," he said. "It's 
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PROPANE 
worse than carrying 
dynamite." 
Webb said with the 
r ight concentrat ion 
mixture, even kicking 
two rocks together could 
create enough friction to 
Trio of tow trucks used to right tanker 
Photo by Ed Yudln 
ignite the fuel. The 
propane was to be used to 
beat homes on the bench. 
Stan Bergunder, the 
manager of Canadian 
Propane 's  Ter race  
operation says the chance 
of an explosion twas 
minimized by the safety 
precautions built into the 
tanker truck. 
"Even if the outside 
valves are sheared off, 
there are interior safety 
valves," he noted. He 
also said the truck is 
never filled beyond 85 per 
cent capacity. The truck 
which  over turned  
Monday, was at about 
that level. 
Bergunder said the 
operation was "real ly '  
handled well" even 
though, "it was the first 
time it ever happened 
and I really didn't know 
what to do." 
He said "you can't 
blame anyone" for what 
happened and noted that 
except for some exterior 
damage to the truck, 
there was no harm done 
in the end. He noted there 
were three other similar 
instances involving his 
company that he was 
aware of, and there were 
no leaks in those cases 
either. 
HOME HEATING. 1212 STS SOLVED! 
FREE HEAT 'MACHINE 
CREDITS: 
1. CSA listed/approved No. 113-1976 
2. U/,L:,: ...... listed/approved:. . . . . .  No. E5,8.2,55 " ;~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~, ; ,,,,. ~i 
3. "Wood Burning Journal/commit'tee 
selected the "Free Heat Machine" 
for the White House 
The FREE HEAT MACHINI  
will turn your fireplace into an 
efficient home heating system, 
$ The Free Heat Machine will produce up to 38,000 BTU's of useable heat. 
Enough to reduce your heating bill by as much as 75 percent. 
Heats up to 1500 sq. ft. of living area; even more area with an in.home 
forced air system. 
4. Tested/certif ied by util ity companies 
5. Labo:ratory tested 
I I I I ! I I I I 
HEIGHT 
F .o+ I I  
" L - 
/ "  BOTTOM DEPTIH - -  X 
THE FREE HEAT 
MACHINE"can  be  heat ing .  
• your  home TOMORROW! 
The unit is engineered to fit easily into 
your exisUng masonry fireplace. After as- 
sernbly, you just slide it into place, con- 
nect the electrical cord, and start a firel 
For more information, give us a call 
today. 
B?ing measurements  o f  your  f i rep lace  
to  our  Woodburn ing  Show 
• Built.in fans move 160 cubic feet of warm filtered air per minute through 
the "Free Heat Machine" system. 
Decorative 1/4" tempered glass doors prevent heat loss. 
• Certified consumer safe 
• Eliminates most smoking problems. 
UNUSUAL 
OPPORTUNITY 
We need a sales agent 
and a stocking dealer 
See us at the show 
i 1775 Nicholson Street 
• Prince George, B.C.. 
Call collect 564-2121 
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The recent wen-publicized attacks by packs of dogs 
'in outlying Thornhill and almost downtown Terrace 
.and then the subsequent shooting of dogs are but a sign 
of the changes facing the Pacific Northwest. 
The Terrace farmer who recently saw three of his 
sheep not just bitten but torn open and left dying with 
their entrails all over the ground, is trying to raise 
livestock on a farm that is rapidly becoming 
surrounded by a residential subdivision. 
The people who own dogs that are now running 
together and chasing other animals and on ocoabion 
harassing children too undoubtedly came nprth for 
space and freedom. They are no~, pdcked b~mp~r to 
bumper in trailer courts and row houses. 
On a Sunday drive through the Graham Street area I
cothated nearly a dozen dogs rtlnnidg~ !1~,  Few 
homes had fences. Some trailers bare)y' l~adi.,3~rds. 
While individual dog owners may se~thi~has/~l~,es as 
living in the wilds of what may still he a frontier 
community to a Vancouver apartment dweller, this is 
.an urban centre now. Before long even Usk will be a 
bedroom community. 
Part of the problem is that it is hard to convince 
someone that the family pet spends its off hours in the 
~playful pursuit of someone lse's chickens or that the 
,puppy you raise with your children just bit a neigh- 
.bor's youngster. 
Another part of the problem is poor planning on the 
part of local government. By not having a clear view 
of how development here was going to take place, we 
~are now facing a situation where farms butt against 
i~'ailer courts. Confrontations are ine¥itable. 
• [Th is  is not a situation that is going to be'c]ealt with 
by a purge of stray/dngs, although an increased at- 
tention to dog control is going to be a must if an 
outright war is going to be avoided. 
The real problem is reluctance of all concerned to 
~accept the increasing urbanization of this area.. 
The outlying areas of Terrace are no longer the 
rural expanses where you can let a dog roam at will. 
The residents of those subdivisions have to both be 
protected from maurading dog packs and take the 
responsibility for keeping dogs contained. The far- 
mers likewise have to both be protected and keep their 
own animals in. 
If we are to have nearby farmland, the owners of 
that land have to be both allowed to raise their 
:animals without seeing them destroyed by dogs and 
protected from the increasing pressure to ur- 
banization. 
How we are going to handle-the pressure to ur- 
banize, the need for farmland and the desire to still see 
this as an unfettered wildernessare the questions we 
have to deal with, not just the issue of whether or not a 
dog can run loose. 
ATRILL THINKS [ 
By THOMAS ATRIAL 
The $3 bill was the first indication that something 
was wrong. It lay on the floor where it had accidently 
fallen. A picture of Louis Riel stared up at me. The 
printing was French. 
As I brought in my niorning newspaper, I noticed 
that the radio was still on from last night. The news 
announcer said something about a homosexual Pope. 
Uneasily I glanced at yesterday's headlines. Pot and 
other drugs legalized. Rape, mutilation murderer set 
free; society blamed. Interest rates now 28 per cent. 
Spending is a virtue: Gaibraith. General Motors 
president quoted; "what is good for the masses is the 
aim and purpose of G.M?' Queers excluded 'normal' 
man from city council; say he is strange. Lesbians 
wed. 
The radio was by now giving the results of an in- 
terview with a prominent churehman. The subject 
was by The Church and New Morality. He explained 
that it was becoming abundantly clear that no amount 
of persuasion would change the director of the world, 
so Mohammed was going to the mountain; there 
would be a compromise and all sins would be re- 
evaluated and new set of Commandments written. The 
churches are coming of age, he said. 
The newspaper contained an account of a meeting 
with Prime Minister LaPierre, who promised to undo 
all the errors of the former prime minister Clark, The 
$3 bill is just icing on the cake, he said. And poor old 
Riel has been in the black books for almost a centruy, 
so it is time we rehabilitated him. He was a 
revolutionary, like Jesus, he said. 
Pictures and news items showed the hordes of happy 
potheads, destroying what was left of their minds, 
legally. I saw many familiar faces. 
It was a complete turnout; wrong was now right and 
vice versa. I thought about Sedum and Gomorrah and 
our age-old values; rules of conduct hat do not vary 
significantly from religion to religion, from nation to 
nation. The rock upon which our civilization is built, is 
being eroded away, I thought. 
picture of Jesus appeared on the wall. There were 
tea~'s in his eyes. 
I awoke with a start. The bad dream faded. 
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"Due to circumstances be),ond our control, here's President Carter." 
Carter is on trial 
By ROBERT CULLEN in and out of government Marxists have run into will be a break in 
WASHINGTON (AP) - -  say it is still possible that solid antiCommnnist diplomatic relations, 
However the bizarre Iran will remain a source opposition from the although it is not clear 
drama in lran ends, of oil for the West and a Islamic revolutionaries• whether it will be for- 
President Carter will be barrier to the expansion Two other I~ey groups mally enunciated. The 
left. with a delicate of Soviet influence in the are the military and the administration may 
foreign-pol icy and Middle East. middle class. But they are simplychousetoleavethe 
political problem that in disarray,, their leaders embassy closed in- 
mightbeapivotuipnintin Once the crisis ends, either gone or dis- definitely. 
his presidency, lran is likely to be in credited, with no man or In addition, there are a 
On the one hand, Carter turmoil, say state organization to rally range of reprisals the 
will be pressed to department officials who around. The shah sir- administration can take. 
retaliate against Iran, to are unwilling to be quoted tually destroyed respon- The Iranian military, for 
demonstrate to U.S. directly while the sible, democratic op- example, is heavily 
voters and the world that hostages are still being position, dependent on.. U.S. 
he is a strong leader who ~:'~'held. ~:~ ... Citing this vacuum, one • technicians and Sp~ir~ .... 
parts to keep its equip- will not allow the United There are few 
States to be flouted, organized and disciplined 
Failure to do so would 
undoubtedly jeopardize political power centres 
his hopes for re-election, left in the country. 
But weigh!ng against One is the Islamic 
retaliation will be ad- clergy, headed by the 
risers telling him that Ayatollah Ruhollah 
whatever measures he Khomeini. But the clergy 
chooses, they must not be has yet to demonstrate 
so severe as to endanger that it has the political 
the Iongrange chances of skill necessary to govern 
protecting Western in. the country. 
tereste in a critical part of Another is the Marxist 
the world, left, which, although it is 
For, despite the rabid small, has the virtues of 
antiAmoricanism of the being armed and 
Tehran students, experts organized. Thus far, the 
state department official 
said his best estimate is 
that Iran will be in a state 
of "low-level anarchy," 
with the clergy nominally 
in control but unable to 
bring order to the country 
or pacify separatists like 
the Kurds. 
How Carter balances 
reprisals with restraint 
might help determine 
what happens in Iran. 
Some retal iatory 
measures  appear  
inevitable. State depart- 
ment officials say there 
merit running. That 
equipment, in turn, is 
vital to putting down 
separatists like the 
Kurds. The ad- 
ministration quickly 
closed, the military 
pipeline when the em- 
bassy Was seized and has 
yet to decide when to let 
the shipments resume. 
The administration also 
might continue to refuse 
to buy Iranian oil, and 
might try to organize 
other consuming coun- 
tries in a wider boycott. 
RACISM-CANADA 
Vancouver has bigots 
By RON SUDLOW 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- The 
bigots come out of the closet 
every so often and provide 
Vancouver with a sOmetimes 
brutal reminder that rncism 
exists here -- even at the 
bach of the bus. 
East Indians -- the main 
target of overt and covert 
acts of discrimination-- are 
still known as ragheads, 
swamis and rug pilots. 
Vancouverites will boo 
Fresch-language anmunce- 
mentu nt a Canada-Russia 
hockey game and block an 
ethnic channel on cable 
television to keep a United 
States network. 
But, by and large, 
sociologists and leaders of 
minority groups agree that 
racism is on the decline. 
"We really don't do all that 
badly," Dr. Jack Kehoe, 
chairman of social studies 
education at the University 
of British Columbia, says of 
the treatment of visible 
minorities. 
"The majority of 
Canad ians  favor  
multiculturalism. They may 
net be prepared to abandon a 
'IV channel for it, but they 
would be prepared to spon- 
sura folk festival." 
The 13,000-member East 
Indian community faces the 
most discrimination because 
they are the moot visible, 
says Kehoe. 
The men wear turbans and 
the women saris. Orientals, 
with ~,000 members, and 
native Indians dress con- 
ventionally. 
But East Indians si'e 
becoming leas visible. They 
are adapting more to 
W~eru culture and have 
estabhshed themselves in 
neighborl:t~ds, primarily 
south Vancouver. 
"Because they have been 
here @nd lived here, they are 
perceived as less of a threat 
and found not to be a threat," 
says Kehoe. "South Asians 
have made all kinds of ef- 
forts to be accommodating to 
the culture." 
But immigration policy 
changes hove reduced the 
comparat ively large 
numbers of East Indian 
lmmlgrantu that came to the 
Vancouver area five to seven 
years ago. 
At that time, vandalism at 
East Indian houses was 20 
times greater than at houses 
occupied by the rest of the 
population in Surrey, a 
suburb known for electing 
politicians ~ith redneck and 
right-wing attitudes. East 
Indians were also followed, 
harassed and beaten in south 
Vancouver. 
At the height of the unrest, 
the International Committee 
Against Racism, an lnf~mal 
voluntary organization, sent 
multiracial teams into the 
neighborhoods to talk to resi- 
dents. 
"We would go door to door 
after a home was vandalized 
and talk about the prob. 
lem,"onys spokesman David 
Chin. 
"We were well-received. 
They were good neigh- 
herhoods and people realized 
they were racist attacks by 
punks. Soon the word got out 
to these punks and they 
didn't do It any more." 
Chin says his group hasn't 
taken action like this for s 
long time, but racist attacks 
still do occur. 
Less than a year ago in 
Burnaby,. a doctoral student 
and a teaching assistant 
bearded a bus at Simon 
Fraser University. The two 
men from Bangladesh took 
seats at the back of the bus 
near two whites, who began 
calling them Paki ragheads, 
shouted obscenities at them 
and threatened violence. The 
East Indians remained 
silent. 
As the four men prepared 
to leave the bus from the 
rear exit, one of the whites 
turned without warning and 
punched one of the East 
Indians. A wine jug was 
smashed over the head of his 
companion. 
. And while the whites were 
kicking the East Indians, 
who were writhing on the 
floor of the vehicle, the 
driver walked back to tell the 
men to get off his bus if they 
wanted to fight. 
But sometimes the victims 
fight back. DaJit Kaur Thind 
fired a shotgun at vandals 
after her Abbotuford home 
was the target of a reek. 
throwing attack for a fourth 
time. One of the youths, the 
son of a policeman, was 
wounded by a pellet. 
Before she was acquitted 
of nttempting to wound and 
criminal negligence, she 
testified in county court that 
she feared for her safety and 
the safety of her two young 
sons. The fear was com- 
pounded by the recent death 
of her husband in an au- 
tebobile crash. 
She purchased the shotgun 
after the third attack and 
when a grapefruit-sized reek 
came through a window in 
her children's bedroom, she 
fired into the .darkness 
hoping to scare her attackers 
away. The youths were 
eventually caught, fined and 
placed on probation for 
mischief. 
"It's amazing," she said 
after her acquittal. "Before 
the vandals came, I never 
dreamed anyone would want 
to harm me or my family. 
"Now I think about it con- 
stontly. It is never out of my 
mind. I'll go to bed and wake 
up shivering at the slightest 
sound." 
Chinese are the hrunt of 
less bigotry although they 
are  the largest single 
minority in Vancouver with 
2.5,000 residents, says Kehuc. 
"They are more of a closed 
society -- although that's 
changing -- because social 
pressure has tended to 
ghetteize them. 
"However, inter.marriage 
between Chinese and whites 
is on the increase, but at a 
much tower rate than the 
Japanese where now more 
than half of their marriages 
are racially mixed." 
Kehee says that of Van- 
onuver's colored minorities, 
Japanese are seen in the 
most positive light by the 
white population, a complete 
reversal from the Second 
World War when Japanese 
Canadians wore taken from 
their homes and interned in 
ramshackle camps in in. 
terior cmnmunities. 
Vancouverites also have a 
fairly positive attitude 
toward blacks, one of the 
first groups to settle in B.C., 
mainly as farmers on 
Vancouver Island and in the 
Gulf Islands between here 
and Victoria. 
Like you, I was outraged 13y me selzure os me u.~. 
embassy in Iran in early November. . 
As a typical Canadian, accustomed todue proeess~ 
~:. ;:;,,, o,,,t ,,,l~vl,,, the ~ame." it was easy to get all 
wo'rke~! u"p~ A~'te~'a~,-~oOse mobs, led by a religious 
fanatic, were breaking every rule in the book. And if' 
you let them get away with it, pretty soon there won't 
be any game left to play. 
• At first, naturally enough, all attention was focussed 
on the hostages. Circumstances dictated that we could 
think of nothing other than their release. The days 
wore on and the process of "outrageous blackmafl" 
(as that nearly official voice of America, Time 
magazine, angrily described it) did not give way to 
reasoned mediation. As the relentless Iranian crowds 
continued to fill the. streets and the TV screen night 
after night, I began to wonder what all their shouting 
was about. 
And gradually I changed my mind.' 
Not about the hostage-taking, of course. The 
violation of diplomatic immunity is still repugnant, 
Either diplomats are not personally subject to the 
animosities between ations or else you don't have 
diplomacy (the function of which is to make us think 
twice before cutting each other's throats). 
Nor have I tacked up on my wall one of those 
ubiquitous photos of the Ayatollah Khomeini. I don't 
like religious nuts of any kind. I don't care whether it's 
my harmless local born-againer t ying to prevent me 
from seeing Monty Python's "Life of Brian" at the 
Tillucum Twin Theatre or the lman himself. (I may 
not know.much about religion, but I know which 
fanatics Idon't  like.) 
Rather, what's changed is that I 'm beginning to 
listen to the Iranians. Here's what theyYe saying: 
The deposed Shah of iran is a criminal, and the rest 
of us ought to take his deeds, which include the 
slaughter and torture of thousands of people during a 
quarter-century's rule, seriously. 
Second, the admission of the .shah to the U.S. for 
"humanitarian" reasons .v/as not as:straightforward 
as would appear. As even Tim~' magazine admit% it 
was the American CIA,;:based in the U.S. embassy, 
that overthrew a d .e~noc, rati~ally.-e]~ .t.~i~government 
in Iran in 1952 to inst~lI~t~ s i~h ~ts l~/r(ofthe strategy 
for ensuring ~~. ~l~lg ~ul)#JLy 9f~oil. ~,~td I~lqccession of
U.S. g ( Iver~j  mql i~ . th~ ,~an r ghts - 
• " " ' ' V sensitive Carter regime,ignored the shah s e ery 
"excess," backed him to the hilt, and has yet to 
repudiate his atrocities. 
Further, the Iranian claims that former U.S. 
secretary of state Henry Kissinger and Chase 
Manhattan Bank Chairman David Rockefeller have 
'been plotting on behalf of the shah turn out to be more 
than paranoid ravings. As Southam News analyst Don 
Sellars writes, "Ever since his overthrow, Kissinger 
and Rockefeller have served as lobbyists for the ex- 
shah...~here is more than friendship at work here, 
beeaus~ Cb~,.M~/nhatt~ff.tra:~tion~lly has received 
._.the lar~st~ol~i~ ~/~'the~,, l~ ~~Mik ie~s!~ 
when he fled the 'country last January. "And after 
leaving office, Kissinger took a $60,000 a year job with 
Chase," Seliars adds. 
Finally, as the dispatches unearthed by the invaders 
of the Tehran embassy reveal, the Americana were 
perfectly aware that the admission of the shah to the 
U.S. would constitute a provocation to the Iranians. 
They also knew that the shah could get equally good 
medical treatment in a half dozen other facilities 
around theworlc) .,A~, f£ b~c ~s July, hlle Kissinger . ..,, ~. '~  . . . . . . .  ~ . .  . 
was pe~termg h:s pais m government, U.S. Iraman 
ambassador Bruce Laingen warned American 
secretary of state. Cyrus Vance that the embassy was 
not safe. Yet in mid-October, the U.S. aministration' 
abruptly decided to push ahead. Thirteen days later, 
the embassy was overrun. 
overrun. 
While one worries most about the fate of the 
hostages, the majority of whom are indeed "innocent" 
victims, the point is that the U.S. isn't innocent. That's 
what the Iranians are trying to tell us. And if they're 
not right in every detail, they certainly have a case to 
make-one well worth considering. 
They've made me listen. But that doesn't mean I 
like being terrorized. Yet, sad to say, without 
terrorizing us, they probably wouldn't have been able 
to capture our attention. We would have preferred to 
passively regard their political upheavals as part of 
the byzantine internal squabbling of the Middle East, 
unconnected tothe legacy of the misuse of American 
power. 
That's no longer possible. I can hardly approve of 
what the Iranians are doing. Nor of their theocratic 
leader playing chicken with the world (to say nothing 
of the encouragement he gives to the trigger-happy 
elements of the U.S. defense establishment). But I 
have to recognize that the Iranian anger is genuine, 
well-founded, and ~)bviously, deeply felt. 
Yes, the hostages must be released. That goes 
without saying. 
But a question remains. Shouldn't the shah be made 
to answer the charges against him as the Iranians are 
demanding? 
LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
Dear Sir; No, take i~ou old timers 
Bill Bennett hen lots of out of n reistiveiy natural 
money. Not likely he'll have e n v i r o n m • n t ! I k • 
to live in the senile ward of a Skeenaview here they can 
hospital when he gets old. easily walk outMde. Tear it 
Oldtimursgetsenilefaeter down. Put them in the top 
in hospitals-and they die floor of the hospital. They'll 
younger. The gcvernment soon be off our hands. 0 
took a survey and found that Money's for building dams 
old people live longer in and roads. Don't waste it on 
places like Skeenaview. Not old people. 
much of an advantage for the 
government, though, is it? Sincerely otws, 
Costa money. Betty Geiur 
The Herald welcomes its readers comments. 
All letters to the editor of general public interest 
will he printed~ We do, however, etain the right 
obe~fus.e to print letters on grounds of possible 
uei or bad taste. We may also edit letters for 
style and length, All letters to be considered for 
Imblieaiion must ha ~on~.  
, J ; 
More for the business 
• OTTAWA (CP) - -  A Ill Jim Fulton ( restricting the supply of ernment review of the bank 
des igned to  make more  
money available for loans to 
small businesses received 
rapid approval in principle 
in the Commo~ Monday 
night after the Oppocition 
took a few potshato at the 
government. 
The bill Would increase the 
loan ceiling of the Federal 
Business Development 
Bank, allowing it to continue 
providing venture capital for 
small businesses that have 
The bill drew such little 
discussion that MPs ran out 
o~ things to say 30 minutes 
before it was time to ad- 
~u'n. 
Rather than eat the 
Commons off on another 
topic, Small Business 
Minister Ron Huntington 
used the time to give a 
lecture on the opportunities 
for Canadians In small 
business. 
A company president who 
said he has started four 
small buaineeses in his 
lifetime, Huntington said it is 
a "great, exciting life." 
He said there is great 
opportunity for people who 
have staying power, who 
work hard, put'money in the 
hank and preserve their 
working capital. 
Meanwhi le ,  New 
Democrats continued their 
battle against the govern. 
meat's high interest rats 
wiley. 
~enna) said a typical small 
Imaine~ lean of ~0,000 cesta 
thousands of dollars a year 
more to pay off now than it 
did two yexrll ago,. 
Continued high interest 
rates would make it more 
difficult for baslnam~ to 
expand "and would drive 
more ef them into bank. 
ru~tey, be anld. 
Huntington re~lled that it 
is better for the government 
to allow .interest ratsa to 
increase inataad of 
money available for loans. 
He said he hopes the 
economy will improve and 
interest rates will start to 
come dovm soon. 
The bill would increase the 
loan ceiling of the bank to 
roughly $2.6 billion from $2.2 
billion. It would also permit 
the federal cabinet to 
authorize an increase to ,3.3 
billion without reference to 
Parliament if proven 
necessary before a gov- 
Hydrt, chairman 
gets a pay boost 
VICTOIUA (CP) -- B,C. 
Hydro Chairman Robert 
Bonaer hoe been given a ~- 
per-cant pay Increase, 
bousting his mmnal sainry to 
more than $1o,000 above that 
of Premier Bill Beanett. 
The raise, approved by 
cabinet shortly after last 
Friday's shuffle, brings 
Banner's nainry to ¢/0,~0 a 
year from ;46,000, cemparnd 
with Be~natt's ItlO,ti00. The 
inere~e dates hack to Oct. 1. 
Agricniinre Ml~tor Jim 
Hewitt, the emqy ndnis~r 
and man rmpamible for 
Hydro unt i l the  cablMt 
shuffle, defended the sins of ' 
the increase Mmtd~y on 
grounds that no Hydro chair- 
Workers fear 
gov't move 
to buy ferry 
will.cost jobs,. 
VANCOUVER iCP) -- The ~ead of the Marine 
Workers and Bnil~'inalwra IndUst~l Uulm ~dd 
Monday he fears the provincial government 
plans to purcime a now ferry overseas while 
iocal shipyard workers clamor for Jobs. 
Union president Jeff Power said he has twice 
written Premier Bill Bennett, onee askln8 him to 
confirm er deny reports that a vessel will be 
bought or built outside Canada, and the second 
time to ask when the contract would be awarded 
for conversion of the Queen of Surrey for a 
northern run. The contract was awarded Mon- 
day. 
Each letter-- one dated Oct. 25 and the other 
Nov. 8 -- was answered a,~eek lator by an ad- 
min~tretive ~ff.k:er:ln ~ ~er '~ ~Oc~, w ho.~: 
s~dd '~'~vad ~i'eferi'ln8 Pow6~ ,i letter to Hl~h- " 
ways Minister Alex Fraser, who is responsible 
for the British Columbia Ferry Corp. 
Power said he is concerned by the fact that he 
letters were identical except for different dates 
and a minor wording change in me sentence. 
Fraser did not return phone calls to his Vlc- 
torts office and residence, Power said. 
In his first letter, Power said he heard from 
usually reliable sources about he planned pur- 
chase of a vessel outside the country. 
"I hQpa this is not the case because we have 
literally* hundreds of workers coming to our:- 
office applying for Jobs every day," he said. 
WILL CONVERT 
Bill Bouchard, a spokesman for B.C. Ferrise, 
said the corporation isnot planning to pro'chase 
another vessel and intends to convert the Queen 
of Surrey for use on the Port Hardy.to-Prince 
Rupert run. 
Boneherd said the refitting contract was 
awarded Monday to the Burrard Yarrows Corp. 
shipyard. 
Burrard Yarrows general manager Toml 
Duncan said the ~.5 million contract will keep 
about 125 workers busy for five months. 
Meanwhile, Burrard Yarrows ts building two 
new ferries for the ferry corporation. That e~- 
tract, worth ~7.8 milllo,; w~s awarded last 
Ja~'t~r~ Elworthy, president of B.C. St~nu~p 
Co., said the govemment-ownnd company was 
hoping to use the queen of Surrey Is s 
replacement for the retiring Princess 
Marguerite on the Victoria-Seattle run. 
He said the company has no plans to buy a 
ferry outside the country and sugaseted ~e B.C. 
Ferry Corp. should build a new ferry/or me 
northern run. 
The problem, however, is that it would take 
three years to design, outfit and construct a new 
ferry, Elworthy said, and the company needs a 
vessel next spring. He sugg~ted another ship 
could be temporarily leased until a permanent 
ferry is built. 
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man has received a raise in 
six years. 
The former NDP govern- 
merit decided in 1973 the 
l~dtion of Hydro chairman 
was worth $48,000 and there 
has net been an increase 
"dace then, Hewltt said. 
The 46 per cent averaged 
over six years becmnea n 
annual eight-per-cent in. 
crease, which is comparable 
to recent settlements won by 
trade unions, he said. 
"When you consider B.C. 
Hydro is one of B.C.'s top 
employers and has 
responsibilities comparable 
to any other major cor- 
o%m.vraliea, it's my personal 
ation he'e worth far 
mote . "  
is completed. 
Huntington said the 
average loan made' by the 
bank is about ;50,000 at 
currentinterest ra es of 16 to 
16½ per cent. 
About 1,500 businesses 
obtain loans from the bank 
each month and the increase 
in the loan ceiling is needed 
to maintain that volume. 
Without the change, the 
number of new businesses 
receiving money would 
dkely drop to about 500 a 
month, Huntington said. 
Facing high interest rates, 
businesses tend to borrow 
greater individual amounts 
to help cover the added oust. 
MPs spent less than two 
hours debating the bill. 
In contrast, the govern- 
ment's mortgage interest 
and property tax credit plan 
remained stalled in debate 
cn second reading. 
Charles-Arthur Oauthier 
(SC--Roberval) indicated be 
was prepared to continuing 
supporting the minority Con. 
servative government in 
return for changes in the 
plan. 
Gauthier did not specify 
exactly what changes he 
wants, but he suggested that 
the portion of the tax credit 
linked to property taxes 
should be higher and some 
tax relief should be provided 
to renters as well as home- 
o w n e r s .  
, 
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Hamster  Exerc i se  Bal l  
• with Metal stand. Provide 
BLOOD 
SHORT 
VANCOUVER (CP) - 
British Columbia is 
facing a severe shortage 
of O-type blood, Red 
Cross officials said 
Monday. 
Spokesman Rick O- 
Brien said hospitals "are 
only being sent 25 par cent 
of what they have 
requested, and already a
backlog of surgery has 
occurred because of the 
shortages. 
Although the number of 
donations has been good, 
with 900 out of 1,600 last 
week being O.type, in- 
creased demand has 
caused the shortage, he 
added. 
Rail line 
to resume 
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VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Service will resume Dec. 10 
ea the British'Columbia Raft 
line to Fort St. John, in 
northeastern B.C., railway 
spokesman Hugh Armstrong 
said Monday. 
A rail trestle leading to a 
bridge over the Peace River 
was destroyed by fire Oct. 20 
after 11 tank ears containing 
gasoline, butane and diesel 
fuel rolled off a siding on to 
the trestle and derailed. 
Armstrong said landfill 
has been trucked into the 
breach and the railway 
decided to restore the tracks 
Dispute affects building 
VANcoU~R(CP)--The are able to keep on con- on to home buyers s~l 
British Columbia building strocUon schedules by pay- renters, many contract 
industry will shut down if a ing heavily for temporary builders are eommlttsd to 
labor dispute at B.C. Hydro 
is not settled by the end of 
the week, the president of the 
B.C. council of the Hosing 
and Urban Development 
Assnetatlm of Canada said 
Monday. 
Home builders are facing. 
increased expenses and 
construction delays of up to 
six weeks because Office and 
Technical Employees Union 
pickets are preventing 
Hydro crews from hocking 
up natural gas and electrical 
services to homes under 
construction, said Ernio 
Hnattuk. 
Builders, especially thuse 
in the B.C. interior, require 
heat to complete home in. 
teriors. Without gas or 
electricity hook ups they 
must rent propane heaters or 
convert gas heaters to 
propane, he said. 
"We estimate rental of 
dpiropane quipment, ad- 
tional interest payments 
on loans financing projects, 
as well as taxes, supervision 
costs and expenses for 
homeowners unable to oc- 
cupy their homes are costing 
apartment builders ~4 par 
unit each day the strike 
cc0rttinues." 
Builders of single family 
homes are paying ,39 par 
home each day in additional 
overhead coots, he said, 
Propane equipment 
supplies are running out in 
the Greater Vancouver arm 
and builders in the interior 
department store 
m a n n n r l  
conversion ofgas furnaces to 
propane, Hnet/uk said. 
"We anticipate by the end 
Of this week if the B.C. Hydro 
problem is not resolved, 
many builders will find 
additional unrecoverable 
seats intolerable and they 
will be forced to stop work. 
"While some builders will 
be able to recover costs by 
passing additional expenses 
fixed budgets and firm 
poesesston dates." 
He said the unioo wa 
willing to send the memham 
back to work and put /be, 
latest offer ef e igh~ 
wage increases in inch d 
two years to a vote, but it 
couldnet go along 
Hydro's demand that the 
union executive recmmm~ 
acceptance of the tiler. 
TERMINAL 
EXPRESS 
(635-3680) 
Parcel Pickup & Delivery 
I D 
Light Packages & Parcels 
Chairs -- Recliners -- End Tables -- 
Portable T.V 
Suites (Kitchen & Living Room) 
Beds & Box Springs 
MASTER BEDROOM DRESSERS OR CHESTS 
FRIG'S, STOVES, WASHER OR DRYERS 
D~mm 
Dis t r i c t  of  Ter race  On ly  
Our Woolworth 
Sale Pr ice 
!S: Hey, 28-Deo. 4 
p I t ,  
Skyline Duplex Cage - -  
luxury living for ~our pet 
s 6 , ,  hamster o rgerbd ,  C o n - s 2 6 9  , sists of playwheel, water 
bottle, t-tube, penthouse & ea 
Enclosed Cat Pan confines 
odour and stops litter spill. 
Disposable liner included. 
your pet with the exercise s 1 8 . 7  
_required in the safety_ of Blue, Yel low. 
his own cage. A healthy OurWoolworth reg. price: 
pet is a happy pet! each two cages, ea. 19.99 : ,  ~,,: each 
'Woolerest' Small Ammal 
Kit for hamster or gerbil 'Woolcrest' Budgie Starter 
conta ins :  shav ings ,  ~ i~ i  cedar  Our Woolworth Kit. Conta ins :  seed,  Chocolate  Drops . . .your  
water  Sale Pr ice gravel, treat, cuttlebone, dog will love 'em!  ~ A 9 9  
tube, cage and more to $ t 1 8 0 ,  I be l l charm andsturdy  ~ t 2 7 8 9  V i famin ized to prov ide  mak.  your new pet feel Chrome cage. A comfy energy and they are great 
r igh.  at home!  Our beginning for your fine for training rewards. 75os. each 
Woo worth reg. price: kit feathered friend. 
19.97 . . . . ' , : .  ) • . . .  . 
I 
'Woo lc res t '  Sen io r  
'Woo lc res t '  Jun io r  Aquarium Kit. Contains: 'Woo lc res t '  De luxe  
Aquarium Kit. Contains: 
Aquar ium Kit. An ex- Our Woolworth 8-imp. gal. Glass tank, IliA-imp. gal. Glass tank, Our Woolworth 
cellent gift for all age! ~a le  P r i~  7 C.S.A. certified pump, 20,, Our Woolworth 
Conta ins :  4-imp. gal .  18 caH°py' c°rner  ~ilter with s13P7  e87  24'' canopy plus lOads Of sale Pr ice k~t i [~ l  Glass tank, pump and tubing,  f loat ing ther-  ex t ras  for the ser ious S A ~ 7 7  
filter. Our Woolworth reg. mometer and much more! tropical fish enthusiast! 
price: kit 19.97. ki Oui' Woolworth reg. price: Our Woolworth reg. price: 
kit 39.97. kit kit 49.97 
i n 
Lakelse Avenue -- Terrace, B,C. Mon.• Wed. Thurs• & Fri. Sat. 
~: 635-7281 or 635-3410 9:3Qam-6:OOpm 9:3Oam-9:OOpm 9:00am.6:OOpm 
Use These Cards in Woolworth Stores Across Canadz 
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT 
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES 
( , | t 
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Mom's  a Cr i t ic  
Of  Son 's  'Art '  
By Abigail Van Buren 
'~ 1979 by Chicago Tribune.N.Y. New-, Synd. Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: While putting underwear in my son's' 
drawer, hidden far back I found several pages of sexy nudes, 
torn from a girlie magazine. To say I was shocked is putting 
it mildly, since he is an upright 14-year-old Christian boy of 
high ideals. His father died when he was 12, and we have 
always discussed everything openly. I thought we had a 
good relationship. 
I took the pictures from his hiding place and taped them 
on the door of his room. When he came'home from school I 
told him I had cleaned his room and put his "art pictures" 
where he could see them and enjoy them. He said thanks, 
and three minutes later he took them down and put them in 
the trash. 
Was there a better way to handle this? 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN MOM 
DEAR MOM: I suppose because your sou disposed of the 
pictures, you feel you "wen." You could be wrong. 
It is important for young people to know that their 
privacy will not he violated. 1 am not accusing you of 
deliberately snooping, but having come across that which 
was obviously Idddeo, you should have left it alone. 
All your son will learn from this incident is that next time 
he wants to hide something, he'll have to find a better hiding 
place. 
DEAR ABBY: Although I have been reading your column 
religiously for years, I never dreamed I'd berwriting to you. 
However, I do not know to whom Lshould turn to settle this 
issue. You may think I'm a bit crazy, hut it seems I get 
moody and irritable when there is.a ftdl moon.. 
Does the moon affect human behavior? 
ROSEMARIE IN BROOKLYN 
DEAR ROSEMARIE: Those who have studied astrology' 
einim it does. And I've read statistics indicating that he full 
moon activotes the "crazies." (The word lunatic supports 
this loony theoryJ 
DEAR ABBY: My brother, at whose h'bme our annual 
family reunion was held this year, invited Steve, my ex- 
husband, without elling me about it. We've been divorced 
for 20 years, and communicate only when absolutely 
necessary. I had not seen him in the last 18 years. 
I left Steve when I learned he was having an affair with 
another woman. He obtained a divorce on the grounds of 
desertion, which I did not contest. There was no alimony, no 
" child;~sup~oPt and no property settlement.~;';~hbt~h':~:~ 
+, ~'~$ rl~Je~~':'T - r, nit,oi!it;,,¢,:, 
When Steve showed up at the reunion, you could have 
knocked me over with a feather! I was so shocked to see him 
there I didn't know what to do. I certainly didn't want to 
speak to him, so I just left without saying aword to anyone. 
Did I do the right thing? If not, what should I have done? 
And why would my brother do something.like this? We've 
had our differences in the past, but I love my brother, and 
thought he loved me." 
HURT 
DEAR HURT: Why your brother would do such a thing, 
only HE knows. Ask him. I think you acted wisely under the 
circumstances. However, It's futile to worry about what you 
think you SHOULD have done. 
CONFIDENTIAL TO "LUCKY ME IN MOUNT VER- 
NON, ILL": If you want to learh',eonye~J~ttlenal French 
without going to school or studying bo01i~i get yourself a 
French lover. 
Your Individual 
Horoscope 
_ _  Frances Drake - - - - -  
(Mar. ~.I to Apr. 19) 
Intuition wll see you through 
today's difficulties. Problem.~ 
will arise, but you'll find 
solutions. Trust he advice of a 
loved one. 
TAURUS 20) ~1~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 
Tired of the social scene, 
you withdraw to recoup 
energies. Petty aggravations 
will remind you of the need for 
a cool head and peace. =..~ 
GEMINI 111[=~ 
(May 21 to June 20) "7  
A loved one may feel 
neglected. Be a friend and 
loyal when you're together in 
a social situation. One new 
friend stands out from the 
crowd. 
CANCER 22) @i~ 
(June 21 to July 
Career aggravations may 
necessitate working overtime 
or at home. Away from the 
work scene, you'll come up 
with the right answers. 
=o 
(July 2~ to Aug. 
Spend time with a child who 
needs your attention. A worry 
about a distant matter has a 
happy ending. Take a chance 
on creativity. 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
ESP between you and a 
dose one. Trust intuition and 
don't ry so hard to win in a 
romantic or leisure-time 
activity. Be confident. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) "Jl'L'+ - 
If problems crop up re a 
relationship, wait for the 
proper moment in the p.m. for 
a good talk. Insecurity gives 
way to mutual accord. 
SCORPIO ~ .  
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 2t) 
If at first you don't succeed, 
keep trying. Don't let a fe~ 
mistakes deter you. You'l 
come up with the right answe 
re work. 
SAGITrARIUS ~-~ ~" 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) '~ ~ '  
Forget about ulterior 
motives, and then you'll have 
a good l~ne. Romance comes 
when you forget about the 
things that could go wrong. 
CAPRICORN ~t~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
-: .+ You may be in too much of a 
rush to get things done at 
home'. Slow down. Don't let 
immediate problems keep you 
from long.term planning, 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
You may have difficulty in 
self-expression now. There's a
friend though with whom you 
con pour out your heart. The 
p~n. favors close ties. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Check in with-an 'adviser e 
a career matter. Partners are 
supportive and interested. 
Confusion about financial 
affairs clears up. 
YOU BOBN TODAY are an 
individualist and inclined to be 
unconventional. Often you 
choose an artistic medium 
through which to express your 
uniqueness. Writing, acting, 
painting, and music are fields 
that would bring you much 
happiness. 
fl¢l#tAfl 
,,]. ,, mmmm.. 
"He's glued his feet again.'" 
# 
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ACROSS 
1 Cupid 
5 Sarcastic 
remark 
9Owns 
12 Parislanrs 
glove 
13 Type of 
code 
14 Boxing 
Champ 
15 Dollar 
17 Fall behind 
18 Film critic 
19 Fairylike 
21 Chendcal 
abbr. 
2Z Chocolate 
substitute 
CROSSWORD 
37 Similar DOWN 16 Pinch 
33 Work dough 1 Breakfast 20 Tennis 
40 Freudian fare stroke 
term 2 -- avis 23 Was 
41 Peruses 3 Humdinger concerned 
43 Roman garb 4 Violinist 23 Matured 
47 Business Isaac and 24 Knock 
abbr. family 25 Greek peak 
48 Sasses 5 Nickname 26 Common 
51 German for Barbara complaint 
exclamation 6 Parsoghinn 27 Poetess 
52 Famed canal 7 Basement Teasdale 
53 Author room, for 29 Reiners 
Wlesol short consort 
54 Robert E. 8 Bread maker 30 Assume 
55 Irish or 90.J. Simp- 35 Connective 
beef son, for one 31 South- 
Covers 1o Jal -- western 
with turf 11 Token dwellings 
24 Dish, with Avg. sdution time: 23 m/n. 39 Kdauver 
"sparer'. iB IE IN ID IG IN IU IS  MIOIG] 4o " -  a boyl" 
2?Droop IEITIUII IR tU IN ITATE I  41Iraalan 
28 Shakespeare, IMIAI I INILIAINIDI~I I ITIAI money unit 
for one IAITITIAI l INIEILII INIO]RI 42Suffix 
31 Nabokov I--IIOIDIRI I IPlS / I with differ 
heroine iSA~INEE IDET ERI 43 Squint 
IO IL IA IF I  EINIE ISIAI I<IEI 
33 Land ISIPl I IR IE IA IL IA IY IE IT I  44 French 
meausre NIEMEI  I IRII composer 
33 Bill's EL~SITIEIEIMIICIAIN[DILIE I ,15 Tart 
partner ~IOIAIMI~IAII INIDIRIAIGI 46 Scrapes by, 
South IA~RU IA IE IN IT I  t IOITIAI with "out" 
American ~,A~INI~AISIAIPIEIbl 49 Actor 
rodent 9-27 Carney 
36 Beet color Answer to'yesterday's puzzle. 50 Recline 
' ' '1'1  'i'l  ' I '+ ,+ [ ,+ '7 
is ~ 19[20 
I @" m 
47 ~ ~ , 50 ~ 
51 ~2 53 
CRYPT~UIP 
10. i l  
N-N 
29 3O 
44 45 46 
9-27 
VWOFRZDW OZRW ZVXPQJ  ZQRFWQD 
YPFVZO PXYWJ  
Yesterday's Cryptequ/p -- DESPISED BIG-WIG WANTED 
TO BE TOP BANANA. 
Today's Cryptequ/p clue: Y equals B 
The Cryptoqulp is a simple substitution cipher in wldch each 
letter Used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, It 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN By Stan Lee and John Romita 
~YSPIDER-.~ENSE ~!F.TH~PROWZE~I FHEmZ, HONEY.-~WOW/~,NK ]~rReLA:;,L0VeR! iT,~" Riem'! z -  ~JlJl 
/~ ACTING UP. / wtrt~ iu THE 5TAPIU.~, lYOUeer THE IT CANH~I ; ,~ I~E tITTLE ,1~O. R IzrM ~JRE :PLL I  
one z 
CATFISH By.R0ger Boilen and Gary Peterman 
:o "o °o ." o o o °o • ( '¢ -~ IR!  ~,/~OOK~N' oP'rH, ~ i~ T~. , . .o  o .o .0  , -'," 
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o o -  oO~5+ . _- ~, ,  + o : : I  o / o  
f ~  ~o.  ,. • o. . .  o° +~ 
. .---'~Z~-.~---~ -  ~ ~ ~ . 
~,~I~I~C~¢4~OTfI~N~Ny.~WO~/I~I.II~. 11"29 A ~ 
the WIZARD OF ID 
B.C. 
By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
IL=~t.~VANT TO TH~:. . . . .~ 
~TUATIc:~t,,, ~., Hd~ \ 
"--V.~=, { YoUR~ 
I HAVe AN 
~NTIff~ ~TAFP 
L.I F~: THAT, . 
~N~ l ~ ~N~,: ) 
By Johnny Hart 
L 
ToT'HE ~ ~ NOF ~pIN~, 
.~T,~V~-I~ X OUR ' ~----~KULL 
WrTH. 
DOONESBURY 
a~rrf .R,~.e,~4 F~I  I ~ Vm ~L /~mN z . I1~1 
/~ O~r~. ~T I1~,1 
I 7~O~Wm~S~, Aa/~ / I 
I ~ l r ~ . .  . - - .~ /  I ~,~ l~a ~,~e. / I 
By Garry Trudeau 
7R/~ 7"o 7~/~ //#4 II" 
NA~ u~Yr A 5TRiPOli, 
~AT IT P/P~V?',P,~/V 
[ ANY~/Na, R//'/-~..He.. 
""~ ' " ' " " i "  "'¢ " , I " "  , 
,¢ 
I 
McEwan's Dave Hamilton stopped two breakawaya in the third period, but couldn't keep Simon Dodd from 
SCoring on th~ one. Photo by Don Schaffer 
" COMMERCIAL HOCKEY " 
Juveniles,. Skeena win 
Two games :were played period. RIch Smoley started 
Monday In the Terrace to scoring,'wlth RenesrkIns 
Commercial Hockey Loagu~. getting two of his In the first 
Monday night, with the period as well. 
.T~.ee Chx~yeler Juveniles The Juveniles then in. 
beating MeEwan GM + 10-6, 
and Sksena Hotel whipping 
Westand Chevron 6-3. 
In  the filet game, the 
Juveniles were outplayed in
~e ~ period, but by that 
me they were up:9-3, and It 
was too late for a McEwan 
coutahack. . ~. 
Chris Ren~++ scer~i 
four goals to "lead the 
creased their lead to 7-0 
before the halfway mark of 
the second period. Simon 
Dodd, Bob Dempstsr and 
Reneerkins twice scored 
before Don McCall got 
McEwan on the I~}a.,'d. 
• Larry Nordstrom ade it 
'8-1 for the Juveniles, Rick 
, Lewis got, the; e-s' marker, 
and 1jhn ~RJgler sc~'ed to 
make it 9-3 with only four 
different story, providing 
some entertaining, end.to- 
end hockey which saw 
McEwan outacore the 
Juve~es 3-1. 
Keith Keating made the 
score 9-3, and Ken Gordon 
got two goals to finish the 
McEwan attack before 
Dodd's secood of the night 
came on a breakaway wlth 
four minutes left to piny. 
In the late game, Al Soucle 
got three goal, In the first Mx 
minutes of the flr, t period, 
and added two more later In 
Chrysler team, which took a seconds loft In the second, the ~une to lead Skecnu 
3.0 lead into the second The third period was a Hotel past Woatond. 
Seahawks are flying 
g~.ATTLE (AP) - -  It's as 
ff Jim Zorn and Seattle 
Seahawka can't do anything 
wrong.' 
~They're streaking right 
albq wlth the best ~ them in 
thb National Football 
Lea . 
~vti~h Zorn setting two 
mere club passing records in 
the first-ever Monday night 
game In Seattle, the 
• mhawks ermhed New York 
Jets 30-7 fur their third 
elrnlght victory and fifth 
triumph in six weeks. 
Coming off a club record 
.~4-yard..... passing per- 
xormance against New 
Orleuna, Zorn once again 
was in commend, ~cking 
apart the Jets' secondary be- 
hind an uffanslve line that 
didn't allow him to be sacked 
sacs. 
He completed 25 o/ 
t~eeeaoc f~ ~ yards and 
touchdowns, Including 
14 straight oompletlons. The 
completions and 14 
straight completions were running great routes." 
Seattle club records. Z~n'e touchdown passes 
Three Seattle players were were 14 yards to his favorite 
injured. Special teams target~ Steve Largunt, in the 
.meml~r Don Dufek broke a , second q,tmrtor. 16 yards to 
xeg, o~ei~l~- g~rd '  Blab , rminidB "back' Sherman 
Newton left the game with a Smith in the third period and 
knee injury and guard Tom llyardstoSamMcCullumin 
Lynch suffered a bark in. the third quarter. All came 
on. third-and-t0 situations. jury. 
Because the American 
Football Conference is 
stronger than the National 
Football Conference, the 
Seahawka, now 7-6, will have 
a hard time making the 
playoffs in their fourth NFL 
seascD. 
They have to win all three 
ol their remaining regular 
season games. 
"All we can do is play like 
we have a chance," said 
Seahawks coach Jack 
Patera. 
'Tve got to give our llne 
and our receivers credit," 
said Zorn. "Our line really 
has been blocking well and 
our receivers have been 
The victory gave the Sea- 
hawks a 3-0 Monday night 
record. They won at Atlanta 
3146 four weeks ago. 
Richard Todd, the Jets' 
young quarterback, was 19 c/ 
36 for 326 yards and drove his 
team to a touchdown in the 
third quarter. Kevin Long 
scored for New York on a 
one-yard run. 
f ires Herrera aeeotmted 
for Seattle's other points on 
field goals of 49, 45 and 43 
ya.rds. 
FOUNDED RED CROSS 
Henri Dunant (1828-1910), 
founder of the Red Cross, 
was awarded the first Nobel 
Peace Prize in 1901. 
e~/H/Y'/~//////////////Z~"/UH~OZ'.===~:~/~/~/I/.O~/,~.#V/~/H///////~////~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  T~/..f3 
Tenace Little lheab'e 
preseats 
"DOUBLES" 
o comedy bM Fred Cormlchael  
AT THE 
Little Theatre, h im St 
V2 price night - Thurs. Nov. 29 
other showings - Fri. Nov. 30, Sat Dec. 1 
1burs. Dec. 6, Fri. Dec. 7, Sat. Dec. 8. 
Showtime - 9:00 pm 
Admission: (except Nov. 29) 
ADULTS ...................... . ........ s4.OO 
STUDENTS & SR, ClTIZ[HS, ....... ,62,50 
Tickets available at HcCOLL'S REAL ESTATE 
Patrons & sup~rters of the Little Theatre: 
Terrace Drugs-Lakelse Pharmacy, Mccell Real Estate SerVices 
Ltd., New Quadra Travel, Terrace Co-op Association, Terrace Hotel, 
Terrace Interiors, Wightman & Smith Real~ Wilkinson's Business 
Machines, Bytown Diesel Sales, McGillis & Gibbs Co.; Price-Skeena 
Forest Products Ltd., Albert & McCaffer~ Ltd., Ommeca Building 
Supplies, Carters Jewellers Ltd., Overwaxtea Stores, Terrace, 2nd 
Lobk, Canadian Cellulose Ltd., Finning Tractor & Equipment, 
Terrace Totem Ford, Shoppers Drug Mart, Rose's Shop (Marian 
Ladies Wear), Mountview Bakery Ltd., Terrace Equipment Sales,' 
Sundance Ski & Sports, K mart, Dave's Plumbing & Heating. 
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Skate test successful 
number of girls passing the Terrace Figure spokesman for the Terrace 
.'tub hosted a semi- club, said that judging was dance tests. 
test day over the tough, as it should be, and 
with 107 skaters this accounted in part for the 
trt and 24 students low percentage of passes. 
|ters came from an She also said that un- 
,~ompassing Burns familiarity with the 
d Prince Rupert. ¢ofessionai partner had 
,ere flown in fron something to do with the low 
south, and a 
~al skating partner 
!htin to partner the 
aters in their dance 
Iunior Bronze free- 
Terrace's Chris 
and Carol 
, passed, and in the 
~onze free skate, 
adge from Terrace 
Junior silver free 
Donna "Lessard 
Ily completed her 
Haines from 
, Christine Keel 
ston, Holly Minger 
urns Lake and 
John Froese and 
;rstan passed the 
Waltz component 
Mar bronze dance 
4-step component, 
Haines, Fracas and Gerri 
Hawley from Prince Rupert 
passed. 
• The foxtrot component 
was passed by Haines, 1977 COUGAR XR7 Rachel Welsh from Kitimat, 
Romanov' and Carol St. 
Arnaud from Prince Rupert ve auto trans., PS & PO 
passed. 
• Janice Limieman, Shelley 
Sencle's first two goals Houston and Jan Williams 
1978 T BIRD TOWN LANDAU were unassisted breakaway from Kitimat and. Marilyn .. goals, the third was a Watmough from Terrace 
breakaway assisted by passed the Tango part of the Alrcondltloned, sterocdtrack, powerseata&windows 
Gerry Dempster who scored Junior Silver Dance test. In 
$keena's fourth goal, undthe the Am ~ican part, Lin- 
fourth Sencle goal was also a deman and Houston passed, + ~ , • 
period.breakawaylatelntheflret asdidHeatherBowenfromKitimat and Susan 1974 VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE 
Taking a 5-0 lead into the Hildebrant from Burns j 
ascondperlodthe Hotel team Lake. I 
coasted the rest of the way. In the senior silver dance 
test, Dabble Madsan from 
Dale Fournler scerod for Kitimat passed her Paso, 1976 MAZDA 808 2 DR S W Westend two minutes into Starlight and Blues tests. . , , 
the second period to get his Debbie Fleck Krunick from 
team off the ground, but the Kitimat and Rick Lowrie 
period ended 6=1 after Kevin also passed the Starlight 
"A lot of the girls knew the 
steps, but had trouble co- 
ordinating themsehes with 
the partner," she said. "This 
really made it hard on the 
girls, but we don't have a 
male dancer here in 
1977 FORD E150 ECOHOLINE 
Excellent condition 
Alexander scored with a test, and Tracy Henncsey 
minute to go. 
Seas James tallied for from Prince Rupert passed 
Westend at :20 of the third the Blues test. 
period, but Alexander and In the gold dance test, Short w. base van, V0 auto. trans. 
Seucle added a goal each in Donna Lessard from 
the third period to finish the Terrace and Rebecca 
game. Hildebrant from Prince 
Next action in the Terrace Rupert passed the Viennese 
commercial league is portion, and Hildebrant was 
• ,.Thursday night, when successful in the West- 
McEwan meets the Terrace minster test. 
Hotel team. Theresa  Br inkac  
NORTHERN LIGHT 1979 ZEPHYR 4 DOOR S.W. 
Sta ined  G lass  vo:~o. Ps. P.. ,,.ooo k,,es 
• RepairS.s.pplies ~ ( =  " 1979 THUNDERBIRD 
:,. 10,000 kilos. ~ ' 
oCustom orders 
4820 Halliwell Ave. 638-1403 1977 FORD F350 CREWCAD 
1974 THUNDERBIRDs, ,~. ......... , 
V8 auto, stereo, air conditioning 
Terrace, so that's just one of i 
those things." 
There was a seminar held : 
after the testing was com- 
pleted, to explain to the 
skaters what had happened 
and what the judges were 
looking for. Brinkac said 
that on the whole the day was 
a SUCceSS. 
YOU R AIOP DOGO[AI,,.. 
YOU, COME 
OUT ON 
TOPl 
When you decide 
to lose Weight... 
Call Diet Center! Our program of 
sound nutrition and private, daily 
counseling will help you lose those 
excess pounds quickly and 
naturally. 
LOSE 17TO 25 POUNDS 
IN JUST 6 WEEKS! 
AND WE'LL TEACH YOU HOW TO KEEP IT OFFt 
,~t4  KI" THE LOSIIvK ,.. 
LPPOINTMENT Q+IG +iOIJ#J 
V6 automatic, 6 ft. box. 
1978 FORD BRONCO 
V8 radio, 4 speed 
1979 FORD F250 PICKUP 
Only 6000 kilos., V8 auto trans. 
1977 DATSUN PICKUP 
$5395 
$8795 
$3495 
$3595 
$5995 
$6995 
$7405 
$8295 
$9995 
$7695 
4 speed, 4 cyl., short box 
1!7,! FORD VAH CONVERSION $12,995 
conversion, frldge, furnace, etc. 
$4795 
1979 20FT.OKANAGAN MOTORHOME $20,995 
(~ly 4000 kilos. 
1976 DATSUN 4x4 PICKUP ,+..,.,...,..o $4995 
Terrace Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd. 
4631 Keith 635-4964 
haler lie. SS41A 
t 
! 
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SPORTS 
A T THE ALLEYS 
SCORING LEAD 
Dionne still hot 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  points eollected by Phil who have 15 victories and veteran ~Pliil Myre and 
Centre Marcel.Dionne of Los Eaposito while with Boston three ties in 18 starts, share rookie Pete Peeters. 
Angeles Kings continues to Bruln~ in 1970-71, After 22 the lead in the over-all Peeter#eaverageef2.~is 
share the spotlight with games that season, Esposito, standings with Beston. Each the best of any gorier with d 
Philadelphia Flyers in the who went on to seorea  team has 33 points, but minimum of 300 minutes 
first quarter of the National singlesesson record78 goals, Philadelphia has two games played. 
Hockey League season, had 39 points, in hand. The Bruins tandem ot 
With thrEe-quarters of the Dionneis also ahead of the • cees can be attributed to a Cheevers has the best season remaining, Dionne Much of the Flyers' euc- Glllee Gilbert and Gerry 
appears to be taking dead pace set by Bobby err  of the Brains when he eollected a decrease inpenalty minutes goalkseping mark with an 
aim on a pair of NHL scurlag league.record 102 anaiats in --  they rank seventh behind aversge of 2.52. Gilbert, who 
records, while the Flyers are 1970-71. Orr had 23 assists league-leading Winnipeg has carried the bulk of the 
Jets, with 343 minutes-- and load, has a respectable mark Terrace bowling n e w s  heping to extend their 17-ofter238~mealnhlsrecord. game unbeaten streak, setting season, the solid netminding of of 3.42. 
Dionne, off to the fastest 
start of hla career, leadetbe By adding five polnts to his R e f e r e e s  ;d  ~d News from the Terrace A 355 single and 331triple and the Coffea Wippers with Friday Mixed has As It scoring raee with 48 points, total last week, Dionne n e ~  f 
Bowling Lanes this week rolled by Leonard Guigusrd 44. Falls leading with 51 points, eompused of 20 goals and 26 boosted Ida lead to 10 points " 
eeeaCo-oplnsuraneeloading took men's highs, while Ladiea' hlgh single was 228 followed by the Funny Five averageaSelsts in 22 games, tor.anper over teammateGuyCharlie - , . .  m inor  n ~LOC~- ,  y-" 
the Monday Mixed league ladies' highs went to Eva by Diane Francis, with wlth 45 and Pot Luck with 43. of 2.09 points Simmer, while Lofleur ~d '~ i~ " t 
with Gl polnts followed by the Wilkinson, who had a 288 Delores Eide taking high Team highs went to the ' game. of Montreal Canadieus and 
Comets with 42 points and singleand a 692 triple. Dell triple with a 891 . Francis Thirsty Crew with a 1222 Projecting the average the Kings' Dave Taylor ere 
Grills Contracting with 36. BJornson holds a 201 for and Pat Scheichuk beth hold single and 3441 triple total. 
Men's high single and men's high average, a 198 for high average. High average for the men Dioane°Ver anwouldentireaccumulateSeason, points.lied for third epot with 35 'chiefWayneof theBraid'Terraeereferee'in'area, areCan interestedget tw lveinPeopleoffleiating, ~wh° 
is a 234 held by DoUR 164 points to eclipse the 152 The Fl~,ers, meanwhile, ~ya that hereisa desperate he will put together a clinic. triple went to Dale Lufkin Tuesday Coffee has the Thursday Mixed has Mumford, while Lorna shortage.of referees in this H he can't find twelve, he 
who had a 303 single and Head Pins loading with 45 MickeyJobnsonleadingwith Spermanholdea200for the I i area. can still give those people 
finished with a 675 triple points, followed closely by 55 points, followed by the ladies. Ladies' high single [ NHL STATS I "A few of the rote that we interested imtructionso that total. Joyce Ray rolled a 266 theGoufers with 43. The Silly Question Marks with 53 and was a 237 rolled by Carmen 
and had a 682 triple for Larks hold a distant third Bad Company with 48. Mailloux, with Dour GOALKEEPERS' RECORDS 'Oleschuk 307 la 0 3.52 bad at the begimdng of the they can officiate in some ladies' highs, with 36. Team highs went to 
A 1075 single and a 2993 theGeeferswitha 1028 single Rowdy's and L.H. and K. Mumford taking men's high ( Empty-net goals bracketed) Astrom,.^ ,^ ..,,,, ,,, ~nn773 ,,50 0n ,3"68,~ year have quit and left us games. p . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  short a few," Braid said. "We can give people both rolled 1050 for team single with 325. High triple M OA SO AVe. cneevers . . . . . . . . . .  z4u u t z,w G,.. Smith. . .S00 . . . . . . .  48 0 3.6O Braid said that the league enough training so that they triple rolled by Co-op In- and a 2931 triple, high single, with high triple for the ladies was a 635 by Gilbert 793 32 1 2.42 Hame, ~u a, u 4.ua surance took team highs. Ladies' high single was a 
Men's high average isa198 283 rolled by Marg Mumford, going to Mickey Johnson JoyeeRay, withKeithGraee aelanger 327 13 0 3.44 Winnipeg(l} 13600o .3.Ol hes beenrnaning on fouror can line games without 
nn,t,,n 126" " " • "~ Llut 620 34 0 3.29 five refe for a couple of tickets, but we certainly 
with Lorno Sperman taking with2053, rolling an 802 for the men.' ,,.7:,::-- ,=7, q ~ ~'~t~ Staniowskl 760 52 0 4.1]~ weeks, and that some of the won't aend people out on the 
high triple with a 756. Men's highs went to Bill . . . . . . . . . . . . .  st. LOG,S/2) 13, U 0 3.U 40r 32 0 3.~ house leagues have been tee without raining o~ some 
held by Dave Kemp, with a 
heldbyD. Frank for the Ci ty  ' ,,,, ladies' high, Sperman a16o holds high Preetonwltha259singleand Chic,go(2) 126057 3 2.71 Inness 
Tuesday Mixed has Lucky average with a 2O4. a 717 triple. Terry Roliler 
7 leading with 52 points On Wednesday Matinee, rolled a 262 for ladies' high 
followedbytheHitsand Mrs. the King Kids rolled a 1063 single, with high triple going tc "n'r'- 
andthe Screw Ups, both with for high single and finished to Christine Coomhe with a 
49. Lucky 7 walked off with with a 2967 triple. League 650 total. Coombs also holds 
team highs by rolling an 1160 leaders are the Early Risers ladies' high average of 217, , , , . , .~e.. ,~ 
single and finishing with a with 53 points, followed by whlleDellBjotmaonholdethe WJL J [1  S Riggin 140 11 0 4.71 Soetaert 292 22 0 4.52 
Atlanta (3) 1320 65 2 2.95 NY Rangers(2) 1320 94 0 3182 triple. Smiles and Chuckles with 45 men's high with 201. A. Smith 120 5 1 2.S0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.2/ 
Act ion  in' the  K i t imat  Garrett 1080 56 0 3.11 Dryden 624 43 0 4.13 
"Pine boys" kick in 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) -- 
Two of the '76era "Pine 
Boys" turned opportunity 
into achievement as 
Philadelphia downed In- 
diana Pacers 118-112. 
The "Pine Boys" is Steve 
Mtx 'a  euphemis t i c  
description of the 
Philadelphia bench, which 
he and Henry Bibby so 
frequently occupy. 
However, both players got 
off the bench Monday night 
to spark a second.half surge 
as the '78era captured their 
third straight National 
Basketball  Association 
victory. 
The game was the NBA's 
points, with Bibby adding 21. 
"I felt good tl~t I was able 
to contribute to a win, 10ut I
was just one of the cogs in 
the wheel," said Mix, whose 
25 points surpassed his 
previous eason's hlgh,ef 23. 
"We have 11 different 
individuals on this team-- 11 
different personalities --  but 
we all think 'win,' " be ex- 
plained. 
Late in the third quarter, 
with the Pacers leading 89- 
7% Mix and Bibby led the 
'76era on a romp, scoring 19 
of the next 21 points. 
In the meantime, Caidwell 
Jones sunk a layup to give 
the'76ers their first lead, 93- 
So by the 8:18 mark of the 
fourth .quarter, the '76ere led 
98-91. From then on 
Philadelphia never trailed, 
although the Pacers came to 
within one point, lll-llO, 
with 57 seconds remaining. 
Mix had replbced Julius 
Erring with 3:47 loft in the 
third quarter after Erring 
picked up his fourth personal 
and the '7Bars eemed to be 
slipping. 
Philadelphia coach Billy 
Cunningham said he decided 
to stay with the "Pine Boys" 
because they were 
doing so well. 
"The bench did a 
great Job for us," 
Stephenson 883 58 O 3.94 having trouble getting ~ kind.  
Sevlgny 232 7 0 1.81 Washington (s) mo 9s o referees o that they can H you qre interested in Herron 389 15 O 2.31 4.13 
Larocque 699 ;)7 2 3 .18  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Montreal (1} 1320 60 2 2.73 Lessard 912 ~ O 3.s2 play. becoming a referee or 
5aura 560 23 2 2,46 Grahams 408 31 0 4.56 Bra id  would like to get linesman, call Braid at  Ida 
Edwards 760 37 0 2.92 Los Angeles (2) 1320 91 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.14 some more people out to office, 635-6142 or at home, 
Buffalo (11 1330 61 2 2.77 Thomas 669 44 0 3.95 learn how to referee. If he 635-2015. 
Bouchard 1180 52 2 2,64 Davldson 360 26 0 4.33 , ., , 
only game Monday night. 91, since midway through the Cuaningham said. 
Playing in his first contest second quarter, when Mix "Indiana played 
since dislocating a finger bad scoredon a g oalt~.di~ ~tstanding :;,
last Wick; 'MlX-!~c¢ed 25 charge furs 39-37~edgP~' ' : basketbail ." 
Red China in Olympics 
M e n ' s B a a k e t b a i I Hartford 1300 /,1 I 3.05 Mlo ~16 50 0 4.72 
Peelers 540 20 0 2.22 Edmonton(3) 1360 94 0 Associat ion Monday night Myre 600 39 0 3.90 
saw City Centre beat the Philadelphia ll40 $0 0 3 .11  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.3r 
Mount Elizabeth Secondary Vachon 626 33 1 3 .16  SCORING LEADERS 
Rutherford 514 28 1 3.27 G A Pts 'P lm 
School Chieftains 65-42 Detroit (I) 1140 62 3 3.25 Oionne, LA 20 26 45 10 
Harold Bartel and Chris Hanlon 1140 57 O 3.~ Steamer, LA 18 18 ~ 23 
Fox were high scorers for Ridley 160 12 0 4.00 Lafleur, Mtl 16 17 35 4 
City Centre, Bartelgetting 20 Vancouver (3) 1330 12 O Taylor, LA 15 20 35 18 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.27 Trottier, NYI 13 20 33 12 
points and Fox 16. PalmatNr 079 ~ 1 3.14 Gare, But 13 18 31 25 
Mike Bovingdon netted 18 Harrison 301 22 0 3.46 Gretzky, Edm 9 21 30 2 
Toronto (3) 1260 71 I 3.30 MacDonald, Edm 15 14 29 2 
for the Chieftains, with HarJ Meloche 601 28 0 2.80 Larouche, Mtl 15 13 28 0 
Sohota scoring 14. Edwards 599 42 0 4.21 Hedberg, NYR 14 13 27 13 
Minnesota 1200 70 0 3.~0 Perreault, euf 14 13 27 24 
Basketball moves to Dion 660 37 0 3.36 Nilsson, Atl 13 14 27 0 
Terrace tonight where the HogOsta 600 36 1 3.60 Ratelle, Bus ,.' I1 16 27 4 
Skeens Hotel Orphans meet Quebec (I) 1260 74 I 3.53 Nilsson, NYR 8 19 27 6 
Ev'sClippors, and Klues and Mmen 146 6 0 2.47 Goring, LA 7 20 37 4 
Holland 994 61 0 3,~8 MacAdam, Minn 9 17 26 9 
Song plays An SeagOD8. Pittsburgh 1140 62 0 3.$3 Cloutier, Que 16 9 25 4 
Game times are 8 p.m. and Smith 660 38 O 3.45 Shutt, Mtl 13 12 25 8 
Resch 480 32 0 4.00 Propp, Pha II 14 25 10 
9:30 p.m. at Skeana Junior NY Islanders 1140 70 0 3.68 Federko, St.L 7 10 25 8 
Secondary School. McKenzie 120 5 0 2.50 Halward, LA 7 10 25 20 
BATTERY SPECIAL 
up to 
s $83.27 p,. lax 
H27F 75 amp 
. ~., : , ~ . . . ~ "  Replace; 
WithanewMotoYcraft . ' i  .~  ~ . i | ~ . ~ . I ~ . , ~ ~  
Battery --.The Latest~. :: ;~- / . . .~ .  ~ ~.|d I ~ -  
in BattewT'chnolb'@.' : F y / ~ = ~  
Terrace Totem Ford 635-4964 4631 Keith Sales Ltd, 
LAUSANNE, Switzerland (~)  --  
Lord Killanin has won his longeet battle 
- -  the athletes of China are firmly in the 
Olympic Games at last, 
The Jolly Irish president of the In- 
ternational Olympic Commission 
(IOC), after years of resistance from 
the more conservative members, was 
given overwhelming backing Monday 
for his plan to let both parts of China 
compete in the Games together. 
Athletes of mainland China now may 
take part using the name, flag and 
anthem of the Peeple'e Republic of 
Chins. But Taiwan must abandon the 
name and flag of the old Republic of 
Chins and use a special Olympic flag to 
be approved by the IOC. 
IOC members voted by 62.17 to back 
the plan. 
Taking part in the voting were 
Canada's two IOC members --  James 
Worrsll of Toronto and Riebard Pound 
c£ Montreal. Worrail had no comment 
Monday night on Just hew they voted. 
"It was a secret ballot and Iex .  
pres'se~ my opinion," he said. 
But be said he was not gurprlsed by 
the result, considering the trend of 
discussions at two previous IOC 
meetings this year. ' 
"No doubt the members ~vanted the 
People's Republic of China back," 
Worrall said. "The difficulty was in 
exeluding Taiwan." 
Taiwan'a Olympic committee is 
holding an emergency meeting today to 
discuss how to protest the result. It had 
earlier threatened legal aetion against 
the IOC in the Swiss courts. 
"They're exercising thetr right to 
take the matter to eourt," Worrsll said. 
"But it doesn't worry me too much. I 
don't think it will interfere with in- 
vttatioue to both (Chinas)." 
Peking has accepted the plan and 
Taiwan has until Jan. 1, 1980, to 
swallow its pride and change its name. 
Worrall said be had no idea whether 
the Swiss court would act quickly on the 
issue but "I imagine the po®le from 
Gradin 
signs 
VANCOUVER 
(CP) - -  Swedish 
hockey star Thomas 
Gradin signed a 
contract Monday 
with the Vancouver 
Canucks which 
commits the 24-year- 
old centre to at least 
four more years with 
the National Hockey 
League team. 
Vancouver general 
manager  Jake  
Milford, also con- 
firmed reports that 
team captain Don 
Laver has signed a 
m~ti-vear enntroct 
Taiwa~ wduid like to see a quick 
deetsion, no doubt," 
Complicating the mltustion is the fact 
that the IOC is almmt law unto itself 
Its 89 members were chesen as In. 
divlduals to be its representatives in 
their countries and they repre~mt no 
one lout the IOC. 
Taiwan claims that the IOC'e new 
plan contravenes part of the Olympic 
charter, which states that every team 
in the. Olympic Games must march 
hehinct i s national flag in the opening 
parade and a winning team's national 
anthem must be played at the mede~ 
presentation ceremonies. 
The charter aino says the IOC is the 
final authority on all questions con- 
earning the Olympic Games and the 
Olympic movement. 
In the past, Klilanin has failed to 
break down diehard support for 
Taiwan. Its champions have claimed 
that it always obeyed Olympic roles 
and that its choice of name and flag and 
anthem were its own affair. 
In 1976 the Canadian government 
refused to let ~e Taiwanese enter 
Canada because they called themselves 
representatives of the Republic of 
China. Recently the U.S. state depart- 
ment said in a' letter to IOC member 
Julian Roosevelt that the same 
situation may arise during the Winter 
Games at Lake Placid. 
Mainland China, with almost one 
billion people, would not let its athletes 
take part while Taiwan was competing 
and insisting that it was the Republic m 
China. 
The absence of Chins, the world's 
most populous country, has been the 
biggest gap in the IOC's idealistic bid to 
bring the youth of the world together in 
sport. 
China is expected to make a splash in 
apoed skating at Lake Placid. 
Team entries eleee Dec. 1, so the 
Taiwanese have five days to decide 
whether to send their skaters and skiers 
- -  or their lawyers -- into action. 
R ive'rs ;e ;ut;'W:eo ng " t
D Used Cars & Trucks 
.early ,or ,.. r=d 
73 INTERNATIONAL PICK.UP U 
75 VOLKSWAGEN 
[ ]  72 CHEV PICK-UP r l  
j~ j  72 FORD1 TON with STEEL FLATDECK 
69 FORD F.2SO 
i S2 INTERNATIONAL 5 TON with FLATDECK U 
R Ll =4 ,ou, vow,. 
[~ 4129 Substation Road ~J 
_ 
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store 
SALE DATE: Nov. 28-PEG. 4 
b. 
Men's Underwear From' 
Canadian-made for warmth  &comfor t !  
Save 4.95 on Combinat ion Un- 
derwear!  
Wool & polyester  outer layer,  
Cotton & Po lyester  inner layer.  
Sizes: 38-44. 
OuJ" Woolworth reg. price: pr.22.95 
Our Woolworth 
Sale P r i ce  pairS1 8
Save 2.45 on Thermal  Tur - .  
t leneek! 
Cotton,  Po lyester  & Nylon.  
Navy,  Brown or White. 
Regular & King sizes. 
Our Woolworth reg. price: ea .11 .95~,~ 
Our Woolworth ~UOU 
Sale Pr ice  each U 
Save 2.50 on Long Drawers!  
Wool & Polyester outer layer, 
Cotton & Polyester inner layer. . . . . . .  
S-XL  ~ 
O~ Woolworth reg. price: pr. 12.50 ~ ! 
Save 2.50 on Long.Sleeve Tops! ://i 
Wool & Polyester outer layer, 
Cotton & Polyester inner layer. " CANADA 
S-XL. ' :~ : 
Our Woolworth reg. price: ea. 12.50 : : : 
YOUR CHOICE =o-  ..... 
Our Woolworth l U  ~ I~ ~ 
Sale P r i ce  each . . . .  
M 
i ! • i///i/~i ~ ~ ¢ :'!i~i!i,!iii!iiii:i ! I:!~/~ ~ 
. . . .  .i ~ ~i ::i i 
V. /i:i: ~ 
| 'STANFIELDS' | 
LONg 9RAWERS 
Heavy duty thermal. 
Double seat. 50 percent 
cotton. 50 percent 
polyester. White only. 
Sizes S, M, L, XL. 
Woolworth regular price 
~.95 SALE 66 0 
PRICE  
]1 'STANFIELOS' l " "q II 'STANFIELOS' I[ 
THERMAL TOPS " R Heavy duty thermal. 50 MMM ~ OOM IHATIOliS Heavy d ty thermal. 50 
percent cotton. 50 ~rcent .l~Ol~/ester. Long sleeves. 4 k percent cotton. 50 ,l~ercent -.~ol~,ester. Long Sleeves. 
White only. Sizes S, M, L, ~ m4M, Whlte only. 
Woolworth regular price 4 I~ Chest Sizes 36-44. Woolworth regular price 
PR_ICE ~ SALE PR ICE  1 
foryour 
shopping 
convenience 
4647 Iz, kelse Avcmm h, rra*,'. B C Mo,..Wed. Thurs.& Frl. Sat. 
Phn,e 635 7281 or 6353410 9 30am-S:OOpm 9:30am.9:OOpm g:O0am.6:00pm 
Use These Cards in Wnnlwnrlh Rlnm.  Aerne.  Canada 
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT 
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES 
Huynh Cong Danh Works for Budget rent-a-car. 
Refugees are adapting 
Terrace's so-called 
boat people are happy 
with their new adopted 
country, but few would 
hesitate to return to their 
~unU'y~d fight if there 
was an opportunity to 
overthrow tim present 
regime in Vietnam. 
~Iuynh Cong Danh 37, 
works for Budget Rent-a- 
car in Terrace, though in 
his native country he was 
an accountant by trade. 
Danh says his wife and 
daughter are still in 
Vietnam and he "wants 
to find a better job and 
make a lot of money" and 
still hopes his family 
comes to Canada. 
Aside from accounting, 
Danh's family operated a 
grocery store in Vietnam. 
The communist takeover 
ended all that. 
"There is no store now 
and they (his family) are 
in the streets." 
Lanh Diep 37, is 
working at Doc's Cartage 
despite the language 
harrier. He's working as 
a manual labourer; he 
had been a "seetrang" or 
alderman in his Witive 
country. When the 
communists ook over, he 
went to jail for two years 
because he had been an 
alderman. His father, as 
far as he knows, is still in 
prison. Dunh also spent 
time in jail, after being a 
captain in the old South 
Vietnamese army. 
The two men say it was 
"very hot" in the prison, 
the food rations a scarce 
single can of rice a day. 
They would he allowed to 
go outside the prison to 
forage for roots to sup- 
pliment heir diet, which 
contained no meat or 
vegetables. 
Lanh was fortunate in 
that he was able to 
escape, took a boat to 
Malaysia where he was 
interned in the refugee 
camp. From therehe met 
with Canadian officials 
and was sponsored to 
come here. But he says, it 
wouldn't have been 
possible to escape to 
Malaysia if he hadn't 20 
gold pieces to pay his 
passage. 
The two men say that 
before 1975 they had 
"everything" but after 
1975, because they didn't 
have enough food, they 
had to sell everything. 
Any valuables taken by 
refugees to Thailand 
were usually stolen by 
t'obbers. 
Unlike Lanh and Danh, 
J immy did not serve in 
the army and was not 
interned in jail. Only 25 
years old~ he worked for a 
ENGLISH 
COURSE HELPS 
The main barrier to full integration of the 
Vietnamese into the community is language. 
Accordingly English courses are being offered 
by the Northwest Community College. 
The classes are being held Wednesday and 
Friday mornings in the arts room at the Terrace 
public library. There are also night classes 
' available. 
" I  would think that in three or four months 
theywould be able to communicate heir basic 
;teed. xplained Kathy Mueller, the continuing 
education co-ordinator for the Northwest 
Community College. "Like any other person you 
need about wo years of support in English as a 
second language afterwards." 
Mueller says the language courses are 
available for anyone requiring the instruction, 
and is urging people to register with her by 
calling the college at ~5-6511 or 635-4705. •
I 
Vietnamese newspaper, 
translating Chinese into 
Vietnamese. lle says his 
wife and son are still in 
Vietnam. J immy is now 
working at a shingle 
factory here. 
The thre0 men, while 
missing their native 
country are slowly 
adapting to Canada. They 
are taking language 
lessons, and hope in time 
to work in jobs closer 
approximat ing their 
skills. Their employers 
are apparently • happy 
with their performance 
on the job. 
The men say Canadians 
are more helpful to them 
than the Americans were, 
and are grateful for the 
help they are receiving 
from the community. 
They hope the Canadian 
government will help 
them get their families 
here as soon as possible 
to make the adjustment 
less painful. 
What do they do with 
their spare time? Well, 
like most Canadians, the 
'boat people' enjoy TV 
and music. In fact, one 
says he'll try and save as 
much money as he can to 
buy some records and his 
own television set. 
They have plenty of 
time to watch television. 
The three men still have 
not made many friends 
here, due to the language 
barrier. 
• . , .  : • 
Danh wants to work his way up again 
4 
! 
1 
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Computer saves money 
then raise them by the time The systems for buildings control and security, lights, 
Christmas, homeowners will ~,ou wake up or get home. also can locate a fire and re- radios, the coffee maker and 
TORONTO (CP) -- By 
be able to buy a $150 corn- 
pater system that its 
producers ay ~an trim 
home energy use by nine to 
30 per cent during the 
heating season. 
The Tg00 Fuel Saver, made 
by Honeywell Ltd., is a small 
version of the computerized 
environment control 
systems for large buildings. 
"Computer technology has 
allowed us to do more and 
mere with less and lass," 
says Cliff Robertson of 
Honeywell. He is referring to 
such developments as the 
silicon chip, no bigger than a 
finger-tip, which has re- 
placed bulky cables la the 
electronics industry. 
The T600 is a micro-chip 
computer thermostat with 
fresh-buttons and a clock that 
replaces a regular ther- 
mootat. The homeowner can 
program the device to raise 
or lower the temperature c/
his home automatically on a 
24-hour, five-or seven-day 
cycle. 
The devica can be used to 
lower temperatures while 
/on are asleep or at .work, 
J I 
Large office towers, ~ turn the elevators to the first 
schools and hospitals floor for firemen. 
already have found that They can unlock doors to 
computerized systems persons having the correct 
controllingheat; lighting end code, and monitor carbon 
security pay their way in monoxide levels in un- 
energy savings and reduced derground garages. 
manpower costs. 
For example, a com- 
puterized environment 
system can save fuel by 
turning down the tem- 
porature in relation to heat 
given off by lights, or can 
torn down lights in a sunny 
room, thus saving elec- 
tricity 
The large systems cost he- 
tweon tS0,000 and $2 million 
and in Toronto ~ found in 
such buildings as the CN 
Tower, the Eaton Centre and 
at the Toronto International 
Airport. 
Oshawa General Hospital 
has one and estimates its 
energy savings at $I00,000 
over six months. The London 
board of education is en- 
pecting to save g~00,000 in
energy costs by having 
environment control sys- 
tems installed in 32 area 
schools. ,..,~ ,* -. 
The system for 
homeowners can't do all this 
yet, but Honeywell says all 
the computerized functions 
now in large buildings will be 
available to homeowners in
five to 10 years. ' 
By then, in addition to 
environment control, fire 
your garage door will start 
up automatically .to get you 
out of bed in warmth and off 
to work on time. 
Most municipal, provincial 
and federal government 
buildings do not use com- 
puterized environment 
control systems. This has led 
Charles Bens of the Bureau 
of Municipal Research to 
accuse governments of 
missing out on a proven 
method of saving thousands 
or millions of tax dollars in 
energy savings. 
THE GREATEST SKI TRAVELOGUE OF ALL TIME 
OlCK BARRYMORE'S 
GABOND 
SKIERS 
R.E.M. LEE THEATRE 
Sat. Dec. I, If?9 * S:OO p.m. 
Tickets available at: Sundance Ski & Sports, All Seasons 
Sporting Goods or at the door, 
. l~r  prizes avallalO~ 54.$0 per person 
SHIPLEY 
1he selection of a SHIPLEY suit, 
impeccably tailored in 
line implMt fabrics is the 
smartest choice you can make for 
'round-the-clock wear. 
Our new collection is 
tastefully flattering 
and decidedly impressive 
- truly epitme of good taste 
amongst today's fine suit fashions. 
SIZES 38 to 48 
'260 °° 
" f I I _ _  _ 
X available at 
, • MILL 
I 
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headings and to set rates 
therefore and to determine page 
location. 
The Herald reserves the rl0ht 
to revise, edit, classify or relect 
any advertisement end to retain 
any answers' directed to the 
Herald BOx Reply Service, end to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and box 
rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" In- 
structions not plckep up within 10 
days of expiry of an ad- 
vertisement will be destroyed 
unless mailing Instructlans ere 
received. Those answering BOX 
Numbers are requested not to 
send originals of documents to 
avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in ad r. 
vertissments must be received 
by the publllher within 30 days 
after the first publlcetlon. 
It IS agreed by'the advertiser 
requesting space that the 
Ileblllty of the Herald In the 
event of failure to publish an 
advertisement or In the event of 
an error appearing In the ed. 
vertlsemant as published shall 
be limited to the amount paid by 
the advertiser for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the portion 
of the edvertlsln0 space occupied 
by the Incorrect or omlffed Item 
only, end that there shell be no 
liability to any event greater 
then the amount paid for such 
advertlslno. 
Advertisements must comply 
with the British Columbia 
Human RI0hts Act which 
prohibits any advertlslnB that 
discriminates against any 
person because of his race, 
rellRIon, seX, color, netlonallty, 
ancestry or place or origin, or 
because his age II between 44 
and 65 years, unless the condition 
Is [ustlfied by • bOna fide 
requlrement for the work In- 
valved. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Into phone 635.3747 
or 635-3023 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Wednesday at 6 p.m. 
at St. Matthew's Angllcan 
Church basement. Phone 
635-4427 after 6:30 p.m. 
Birthright Office 
Pregnant? In need of sup. 
port? Call Birthright 635- 
3907 Nbr. 3-4621 Lakelse. 
Office Hours: Tues, 11 a.m. - 
8 p.m., Wed. 9:30 a .m. .  5 
p.m., Thurs. 11 a.m. -9 p.m., 
Frl. 1 p.m..  10 p.m. or Call 
635-3164 or 635-5136 anytime. 
37,  PETS  
SKEENA CENTRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TOTHE 
SENIORSOF THE 
COMMUNITY. 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVERSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
In a friendly 
Drop.In Centre 
atmosphere 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANS PORTATION 
as well as sn area for 
relaxation. For more In. 
formation about these and 
other act ivit ies,  please 
phone 635.2265 and ask for 
Skeana Centre. See you there 
any time between 8 am and 
3:30 pm Monday thru 
Friday. 
I'COI~'i~"EVENtS 
55. PROPERTY 
FOR SALE 
56. BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITY 
Kltlmat A.A. Construoflon 
Groupln Kltlmet: telephone 
632.3713. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday - Step Maetlngs 8:30 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed 
Meetings 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays - Open Meetings 
8:30 p.m. Sheens Health 
Unit, K l t lmst  General 
Hospltal. 
AI.Anon Meetings • Tuesday 
• 8 p.m. United Church. 
57' AuTOMOBILES 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
6314311 
Do you teal you have a 
drinking problem? There Is 
help 
Available I 
Phone 635.4646 
635.~052 
638-1514 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
Meetings: 
Mon.8:30pm United Church. 
Mon. 8 p.m..Alanon.Skeena 
Health Unit. ~' 
• Thurs. or est. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening - 6:30 p.m. - 
United Church basement, 
Kltlmat. 
Womm's A.A. Meetings - 
every Tuesday night at 7:30. 
4711 Lazelle Ave. 635-5145. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the .Handicapped are 
Iookln0 for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us af 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m. We will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
MILLSMEMORIAL  
THRIFT SHOP 
Mil ls Memor ia l  Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothln0, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
Thrift Shop. For pickup 
sorvlce phone 635-8320 or 635. 
5233, or leave donations at 
the Thrift Shop on Lazelle 
Avenue On Saturdays bet- 
woen 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. 
Thank You. 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
• a support service 
for women. 
4711 Laselle Ave. 
behind TIIIIcum Theatre 
631.5145 
Drop In: 10 a .m. .  6 p.m. 
Man., Thurs. 10 a.m..  4 p.m. 
Friday. We offer e com. 
fortable '~' relaxed at- 
mosphere to meet and share 
Ideas. Children are welcome. 
EVENING PROGR~ 
7:30 pm Tuesdays- Wom'~.~ 
A.A. 1st Wednesdsy of mB~h 
Status of Women. 2nd 
Wednesday. single parents 
(led by a single father. 3rd 
Wednesday Men and 
Women's Rap. Thursdays - 
Women's Night Out. 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT 
2-3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30 • 3:50 pm. Phone 
for appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll Elem., 4th 
Tues. of every month from 
1:30 - 3:30 pro. Phone for 
appelntment. Babysltters 
who bring children must 
have parents' written con- 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Man. and Wed. from 3 
- 4:10 pm. By appointment 
only. 
PRE.NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout he year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for details and 
reglstratlen. 
PRE.NATAL BREATHING 
and  RELAXATION 
EXERCISES 
Held every Man. afternoon 1 
-2 pro. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE.SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: nt Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 4:/~ - 5 yrs. 
(pre.klndergerten): Spring 
blitz. Developmental, vision, 
hearing screening done. 
Please phone for ap- 
palntment. 
VD CLINIC 
Phone for appointment. 
Treatment available. 
SANITATION 
Public health Inspectors can 
assist with ssnltatlon 
problems, such es food 
polsonln0s and complaints, 
sewage disposal, pr ivate 
water supplies and 
nuisances. 
'-SPEECH and HEA'RING 
CLINIC 
(Held at 4612 Grelg Ave. Tel. 
638-1155). The audiologist 
will do hearing tests on 
referral by family doctor or 
community health nurse. 
Speech pathologist 
therapist wi l l  carry out 
speech assessments and 
therapy. 
LONG TERM CARE 
At 205.4521 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
COMMUNITY 
VOCATIONAL 
REHABILITATION 
SERVICES 
Saturday December 9, 1979 
Christmas Is coming 
Make your gifts at ceramic 
Classes.. New regi~ratlon to 
start Nov. 26 1979. For 
beRinncra and all ceramlets 
at: 
The Hobby Hut 
4444 Lakelse Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-9393 
NC-30N 
Franglo Fun Club 
Dance Dec. 8 
8 PM-New Elks Hall 
Tickets available at Pran- 
olne Jewellers-Gemma 
Boutique Sight and Sound- 
Pro-Tech electronic 
NC-30 N 
School Reunion 
Prince George Jr. Sr. High 
School for student, and  
teachers attending In the 
years 1948-ltFoSl 
Date: June 14, 198~ 
Place: Royal Canadian 
Legion, 
1~,~ 7th Ave., 
PrInce George, B.C. 
Time: 6:30 p.m., Dinner 7:30 
p.m. 
Price: $12.00 per person. 
FIRST COME, FIRST 
SERVEI Get tickets nowl 
Contact: Clyde Smaazlet, 120 
Altkan Crcs., PrInce George, 
B.C. V2L 4NI (604) 564-0852: 
after S:00 p.m.) 
s. Jean May (604)564-7724 
Mrs. Ruth Flynn- (604) $64- 
7731 
Self appoInted committee of 
thrsel 
NG30N 
Woments 
Night Out 
Vivian Kraeling from 
Terrace Homemakers 
discusses who can work for 
and receive .this,,service 
~h:ui'sday,"' Nov. '2§ - -  ,. 
Women's Centre. 4711 
Lazelle, 635-5145. (nc-29N) 
CANADIAN 
CANCER SOCIETY 
MEETING 
Nov. 28 -- ~:30 p.m. 
at 
Northwest 
Community College 
Room 103 
All volunteers and interested 
people welcome. (nc-2~N) 
On 
AID TO HANDICAPPED Monday evening, In con- 
At 205-4521 Lazelle Ave. Tel. Junction with. the Skema 
635.9196. Valley Fair Auoctation in 
Assessment and guidance Terrace, Mr. Bruce Wisbey 
for vocational and social of the B.C. Ministry of 
rehabi l i tat ion done by ABrJeulture win be pu~ng 
consultant, on a workshop on Vegetable 
Production: 
Growing transplants, direct 
Weight Watchers meeting seeding, fertilizer programe, 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. weed and insect control, 
In the Knox United Church harvest ing,  storage, 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. economics and marketing 
options,  
Lazelle Preschool The workshop will be held at 
4907 Lazelle Ave. Teernhlll Elementary School 
Terrace, B.C. Library at 8 P.M. ~arp .  
There are a few spaces For further informatlon, call 
avallablefor children ages 3- Mary Wa]hauer-835-5615 or 
5 In th is  progressive daily David Erlckson-63~-34~ 
CB-i Dec 
SEARS , 
SALES AGENCY 
Wholesale merchandise 
Auction services 
Ornamental Ironwork 
39/2 Dobla Street 
Phone 635-7824 
lOa,m..2p,m, 
Closed Mondays 
(cm-12-10.79) 
COLLIEL ~ EXCAVATING 
Buc~,~e Work 
Phone 635-5340 after 6 p.m. 
(am.1.10.79) 
nursery school. Special help 
available for children with 
mild developmental delays, 
e.g., poor co-ordination, 
delayed speech develop- 
meat, etc.. not requiring 
medical referral. For fur- 
ther Information, phone the 
Supervisor, Hefty Discs, at 
635-7918. 
Terrace Thornhill Band 
Parent Association are 
holding the following func- 
ties Saturday Dec. 1 at 7:30 
.m. Dinner Dance at 
esna School. Ticket~ on 
sale at Si6ht and Sound. 
NC-30N 
Satarday December 8, 1970 
at Skesna Mall a Bazaar 
with arts and crafts and 
baked goods. Sponsored by 
the Terrace-Thornhill Band 
Parrot Association. 
DIABETES And How Best to 
Live with It. Talk by Dr. 
Farguhar on Nov. 28, at 8 
p.m., Mil ls Memorial  
Hospital Education Room. 
• .Diabetics and others 
welcome.NC.28 N 
' ,  , ,  
' "For  Safer Living. Fuel Economy & Cleaner Air "I 
* CHIMNEYS B01LERS"e 
.( AIR DUCTS eFIREPLACES FURNACES'e 
PRO-VAC INDUSTRIES 
CANADA LTD. 
Services Division 
~oeclallsts In power-vac cleaning 
96 Starling Street., 635-5~2 
Kltlmat, B.C. VSC 11<5 632-24M0 
Mills Memorial Hospital Hot water tank and hot water 
requires a Clerk I I I  .- heating boiler. Both oll fired 
Accounts clerk. Salary and 2 burner, apt size stove. 
benefits as per H .E .U .  Phone after 4:30 p.m. Make 
collective a~'eem~L Apply an offer. 635.9775 
in confidence to Personnel 
Director, Mills Memorial 
Hospital, 4720 Haugland 
Avenu e, Terrace, B.C. V6G 
2W7 
A3 -28N 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
requires a Bookkeeper-- 
Office Supervisor, A 
~allensing poaiUon for the 
Individual with 8.4 years of 
~ roven experience in ookkeeping and office 
procedures. Initiative a,d 
the ability to supervise staff 
is essential, Apply with 
resume to Personnel 
BABYSITTER required for Director, Mills Memorial 
two children near Thornhill Hospital, 4720 Haugland 
Primary School. Phone 635- Ave., Terrace, B..C VSG 2W7 
7984 after 6 p.m. (p4-30N) A~30 N 
Buy or Sell Marlelle fashion 
MECHANIC and gold Jewellery. 
BURNS LAKE Managers and sales Persons 
$1,6LS needed In this area. For your 
For the Provincial free catalogue please phone 
Ministry of Transportation, 638-8392 evenings or write to: 
Communications & High. Marlelle Nbr49-4625Graham 
ways, under the direction Avenue, Terrace, B.C. If 
and supervision of the Interested In learning how to 
Mechanical Foreman. to obtain free Jewelryor selling 
car ry  out prompt,  neat, please advise. 
accurate and rel iable C12.30 N 
detailed overhaul work on 
the ministerial equipment. Offers Invited for clear • 
Duties includemaintenance, cutting an eight (6) acre 
repa i r ing ,  ma jor  etendof L. Pine andblrch.  
overhauling and rebuilding To be followed'by grubbing 
of min ister ia l  vehicles, and clearing for cultlvatlon. 
equipment and machinery; Merchantable trees to 
when necessary, main- contractor, bslance to be 
reining liaison with garages decked on the property. 35 
where repair work is being miles east of Terrace on 
done and inspecting and Highway 16. D Harvard, 
approving the quality of the P.O. Box 2458, Smlthers B.C. 
work;  t rave l l ing  is 347.2993 
necessary in carrying out P20.11 Dec. 
and arranging repairs or 
inspection of equipment; NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 
other related duties. 
Graduation from an Inter- Avon representatives io 
Provincial,Standards Ap- work In the following areas. 
prenticesh~p .. j n  : Fither..'~) C6plZ~slde E I t .a~ ~ 
automotive" or heavy duty 2) Muller, Velle'yvlew area 
mechanics or hold a valid 3) Sparks, Munthe and 
B.C. Cert i f icate of Westvlew area. 
Qualifications inautomotive 
or heavy duty mechanics; a PIs call Norma t 63.$.7496 
working knowledge of 
machine shop procedures. CTFN 2.1".79 
Employees are required to 
supply their own hand and 
similar tools. 
An isolation allowance of 
ACCOUNTS Canadian citizens are .  ' ' given preference. 
Return applications to the 
Regional Personnel Officer, 
Ministry of Transportation, PAYABLE 
To Whom It May Communications & High- 
Concern ways, 400 - 4546 Park 
Avenue, Terrace V8G 1V4 by CLERK 
December 3, 1979. December 12, 1979. 
COMPETITION 79: 2342A 
(a1-27N) 
Required 
Immediately 
Pre-School Superv isor  
wanted for Terrace Day 
Care. Call ¢18.1171, 635.2243 
CFTN. 1.11.79 
Forward Resume to 
DlsWleI Accountant 
Box S79 
An Ohio OII Co. offers plenty TERRACE, B.C. 
of money plus cash bonuses, 
at home training for mature 
Individual In Terrace area,, E~LII,/~I] 
Regardless of experience, 
m i i i i i 1w I 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly and Contract 
635.3479 
anytime 
(am-1-10-79) 
PDQ 
Carpet & Flooring 
Installation 
You supply--we Install 
631.1691 
(am.1-10-79) 
FILTER QUEEN 
SALES AND SERVICE 
Phone 635.7096 
PS.27N 
INSIST ON 
THE BEST 
Concrete septic tan~s i'14: 
stock. Get rel ief; w IH~'~ 
concrete Investment. ' ; i~ 
khmi f ly ' s  Excavating 
;j35.3939 
(am-1-10-79) 
wr i te S.D. Read, Pres., 
American Lubricants Co., 
Box 696, Dayton, Ohio 45401 
A3 -26 N 
I I  
The 
DALLY HERALD 
needs 
CARRIERS 
In the following area4: 
Thornhlll 
;ottonwood St., Empire 
St., Paquette Ave., Kofoed • 
Deslardlnes, Kofoed • 
Sharpies, River Dr., 
Burgess . Laurler Ave., 
Thornhlll St., Pine St., 
Muller St., Newelh Golf 
Course. 
Terrace 
Highway 16 W., Willow 
Creek Rd., 4900 Black 
Agar, 4700 Block Agsr, 
Galr, Tweedle, Lloyd, 
Green, 4500 Block GrsIg. 
If you are Interested In one 
of these routes please 
)hone: 
638-4357 
between 9 am and 5 pm. 
K l t lmit  
fuken St., Quail - Sterling 
Streets, Oriole - Osprey 
Streets. 
If Interested ~ phone KsIth 
at: 
, //. 832-2747 
Inc-ctfn) 
P5.26 N 
1970 International PU 
$500.00. 2.100 Ib propane 
tanks. $50.00 each. One 
propane stove.S50.00. One 
commercial size range hood 
S100.00. Phone 635-2568 
CTF N -20-11-79 
For Sale: One concrete 
power trowel with extra 
blades $700.00, one tamping 
machine $500.00, one eon- 
crete vtbrator'$300.o0, ne 
H.D. const wheelbarrow 
$30.00, one 10 cu. ft. capacity 
cement mixer $475.00, 400 
wedges for concrete forms 
$25.00, one two ton chain 
hoist $1125.o0, one sixteen.ton 
hydraulic jack' $25.00, one 
new main breaker fuse panel 
$75.00, one 100 AMP main 
breaker box $40.00 and more. 
Phone 635-3566 
C10 -6 Dec. 
12 ft aluminum boat 9.9 
Marc. motor.Oars, gas tank 
and life jackets. Ph 635-4596. 
C10-30 N 
The JULIE MARIE, 32 foot 
motor sailer, insured value 
$35,000. Owner transferred, 
sacrifice sale $25,O00 or will 
consider real estate as part 
of full payment. Contact 
Brian Oltmann, 1425 Pigott 
Place, Prince Rupert. 624- 
4960. 
PI0-6 Dec 
For Rent: Bachelor rooms in 
mobile motel complex N 
Kalum trai ler Court. Frldge 
In each room, community 
kitchen, laundry facilities. 50 
week single 37.50 week 
double 635-9473 
C10-5 D 
For Sale-one Vanguard Slide 
in canopy 1½ yrs old, lighted 
panneled+storage space• 
One explorer canopy, fits on 
box, 2 years old. Lighted 
with boat rack,2 way doors, 
white and red. MsB" 19"/8 
GMC PU, powder blue, radio 
4,~L~I;  dxc; conditi6h~'AlSo' 
Pioneer Power Saw all 
reconditioned. For more into 
plse phone 638-1744' after 5 
P3.27 N 
For Sale: Firewood by the 
cord. Phone 6,~2670. 
P2.26,20N 
1 TRC45755B ase realistic 
with modulation meter and 
power mike and extras. 
For Rent on Queensway 3 
bedroom duplex. References 
needed, co.ntact Mrs. 
Kaysser at 4243 -6Mark Rd. 
P4-29N 
For sale by builder. Your 
ch01ce of six homes. Prices 
reduced:F0r  more in- 
for maLlei1 pls cell collect 
deys-562-41T4<, " evenings-562- 
3697. 
CTFN-25 Oct 79 
For Sale or rental purchase. 
947square foot. home at 4735 
McConnell Avenue, 2 
bedrooms,fireplace, garage, 
new carpeting. Priced In the 
mid 40's. Phone Russ Roper 
collect 562.4114 days or 562. 
3697 evenings or weekends. 
Phone 635-2668 CTFN 21-11-79 
I l l  I I I  I ~ J i~  
NC.'-gBN:'::': "': :!" ; "  : ' : / :  J ~,UNFINtSHEQ.,.klOMEI~ / I 
J Brand new home.1100 sq ft, J  
Jframed and closed In. FullJ 
Jbasement, lot she 80X160.~ 
HALL RENTALS J Phone 635-7878 J 
Oddfellows Hall 3222 JCl0-SDeC / 
Munroe. For further In- 
formation phone 635-2794 o~ 
635.5661 (am-7-8-79.Tu,Fr) 
410 John Deere Backhoe for 
t/re. Phone 635.4081. (cm-S- 
10-79) 
For Sale: Registered 
English Springer Spaniel 
puppies. Price $150. Ready 
for Christmas. Phone 
Quesnel 747-1169. (c15-17D) 
Want to rent by Ja~. 1, 1980t 
transfering' workJ~lg couple: 
one child, no pets. Require 2 
or 3 bedroom house or 
trai ler .  References if 
required. Phone 635.4533 or 
Nelson B.C. collect 352-9195 
A15-12 Dec. 
Business family with pets 
require 3 Br home. Phone 
635.4688 
C10-4 Dec 
Wanted to buy-late model 
tandem axle holiday trailer. 
Phone 638-1604 
P3-23,27,30 N 
CASH 
Will pay Instant cash for 
BCRIC shares. Ph 635-4226. 
c20.11 N 
For Sale:Yamaha Organ, 
Model BK4C. Phone 635-5228 
CS.27N 
Wanted to Buy-Batterlem 
from old car and truck and 
cat. Top price paid. Will pick 
up. Ph 635-4735. 
P20.30 Nov 
Fight the 
lung 
cripplers 
BACKHOE 
for 
HIRE 
Phone 
6354454 
6354757 WANTED: 
(din-2-10-79) 
, Used or left.over siding 
ARE YOUR CEILINGS material (chlpboard etc.) Mr 
G E TT  I N G D I N G Y use on barn. Roofing 
LOOKING? I ftheyare, have mater ia l  also. In good 
them pro fess iona l ly  condition only. 
resprsyed. Call Earl at 638. Phone after 6 635.4698 
2776. (c40-12D) 
Wanted to Buy: Used fur- 
HARLEY'S PAINTING nlture such as couch, chair, 
& DECORATING table & chairs. Phone 635. 
Drywal l ,  stucco, fi le, 5417. (ctfn.11.10.79) 
linoleum. Free estimates. 
Phone 
631.1095 WANTED 
~oot cash paid for good 
used furniture,  guns, 
jewellery, skates, BCRIC 
shares. 
Anything of value 
We buy--sell--trade 
Gunsmlthlng 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
3215 Kalum St. 
Terrace 638-1612 
_At fn.Tues,Frlclay 23-11:7 
For Rent: 900 sq ft. on 
second f loor.  Air  con. 
dltloned. Located at 4623 
Lakelea Avenue. Ph 635-2552. 
CTFN 2-11-79 
Valuable commercial lot In 
Terrace. For sale or build to. 
owners requirements. Fo~ 
Into pls ph. Russ Roper 562. 
4114 Collect. 
CFTI~:2.11-79 
Lot For SALE Excelleni 
large lot on 4516 Cedar 
Crescent. Ideal residential 
area with petentlal view. 
$21,000. Contact 635-7696, 
CTFN.211.79 
EARN. $53.20 Daffy ($266.O0 j 
Weekly) in your own, 
business mailing circulars at 
home. No experience 
needed. World-wide Systems 
2-J, Box 1262 Stn. 'B', 
Oshawa, Ontario. 
1>3-27 N
For Sale-TS Chev Spar~ Van 
~0 V-8 P.S,P.B. 1,1200 OBO. 
78 Ford Courier, still under 
warranty. 
Phone 635-7r~3 
CI-27 N ~' 
/ 
1966 Besumont hard top, 
excellent body and motor 
condition• Phone 635-2979 •
after 6 p,m. 
66. RECREATIONAL 
~ "1 VEHICLES 
I 
with AM-FM radio casset. 
te.P.S.P.B.phono 635.3644 
P3.26N 
1972 VW Statl0nwagon 2 
door, ,o,-1 running condition, 
100dy In exc. shape, great fuel 
a~.onomy. 
Call 63.%2859or 635-3760 
C7.30N 
1974 Datsun B.210" In exc 
omdltlon, s~lllng price Sh00. 
Call after 6 p.m. 638.6366 
P4,26 N 
For Sale.69 Chevelle. GIose 
BIk with white scoop, good 
year tires on CDN rims. New 
clutch end pressure plate, 11 
to 1 pistons. 12 bolt rear end 
many more high per 
formenco extras. Must sail 
Ph 638.1427 or 635-5600 
C!0-30 N 
TENDERS 
1972 VW stetlonwagon, new 
engine 1977with 14,000 miles. 
Phone after S p.m. 635-5910 
C5-26 N 
1975 IHC 4x4 pickup with V8 
four speed. Needs some 
work. Asking $1500. Phone 
635-5131. (pl-27N) 
1977 Ford F-100 Custom. 
Standard 302 with canopy. 
Asking $4300. Phone 635- 
9680. (cS-SD) 
1979 Ford F.ISO .~q)lorer, 
like new-mug Nil, only 7,000 
inn. Phone as-~ge after 6 
W/s ~ Ton Dodge Club Cab. 
P.S.P.B..Auto I Y t~.  Travel 
~mt, CB - -d  Campor~. 
on,one , .:~.. 
Phone e~8.1~0 
Ph~N.  < ,~ " 
1977 Ford f.250 Supercab, 
1975 Skylark 9ft 6 In camper. 
22 fl boat and.trailer.,AIl~,_.,. 
units are In ext. '~ l t loh  
end are priced for quick sale. 
Contact Bob 635.2261 or after 
7:03 79&2567 
PS-27N 
1976 Sierra 4 wheel drive. 
C, ond Cond. Lots of Extras. 
Law mileage. Must sail Ph. 
638-1405. 
CFTN 6.11-79 
I!~S HC Scout. Seen to be 
a~oprec leted,  AsklflgLSg00 -.. 
good used snowmobile for 
trade. 
Phone 635-7042 
C&26 N 
1972 Norwestern Mobile 
Home 12X.%, 2 Br with 10X12 
finished a~....ditlon, completely 
furnished"lncludlng frldge, 
stove, washer, dryer, Must 
be moved• Phone 635.5539 
CTFN.21.11-79 
73 Glendnle trailer 68 It, '.3 
bedroom, partially fur- 
ntshed, excellent condition, 
possible free parking until 
spring. Asking $12,000. 
Phone after S p.m. 635-2630 
C5-27N 
1971 12X48 Ambassador set 
up end skirted with yard In 
mobile home park. Washer, 
dryer, some furniture. Also 
has 10)(12 addtlon and porch, 
close to downtown $7,S00. To 
view call 635.6311 local 40 
during the day or 638.8418 
after 5:00 p.m. 
P10.,ID 
For Sail 1970 14X70 High- 
wood Mobile Home. Sat up 
and skirted with 8X12 ad. 
dltion. 
635.3611 
C10.28 N 
i l HOUSEHOLD REALT 
ICOMPETITIVE SECOND H~iK i l  • /  
IMORTGAGE RATESNO S l 'WJ~'A~| /  
ISOHUS, BROKERAGE ! mIFp l /  
IOR FINDER'S FEES • i K /H I  
iF. ,... ~.,~,--it ~ ~g / 
i TERRACE v / 
I 4608 Lske l l l  Avenue  F 
1 096.n0~ J 
33 foot Vanguard travel 
trailer, ext. condition, 
carpeted throughout,  
~hower, ~-way system. Plus 
many es t ra  
Phone e35.473~ idter 4 p.m. 
or wcekand~. 
CH8 N 
Must lell Immediately. 
1977 31 Foot Wilderness 
Travel Trailer. Asking 
SI,503.00. View at Reel Inn 
Motel Highway 16 West. Lest 
trailer on left. 
CTFN 2-11-79 
 YOUR HIGHWAY 
MUST 
MEDIATELY: 197"/ 31 ft. 
Eesv Checklist Wipes Out Windshield Cleaning Problems Wilderness travel trailer.: 
Atklng S&,~0. View at Reel 
Inn Motel, Hlghwey 16 W. 
Lest trailer on left. (cffne: 
For your Xma, Shopping 
visit deenefle's CAwamlcsllll. 
New Remo-Netson Rd, 
Candles and Barble Doll 
ClOthes and Ceramics. 
63S-71~ •
I :[ IMtlSlt CetJmbM Foams 
STAND 
TENDING 
CONTRACTS 
Sealed tenders for the 
following stand tending 
contract(s) will be received 
by the Regional Manager, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. on the dates 
shown below. 
Contract ST 1031.10.17 JS 
located Treston Nbr 3 ranger 
district. Terrace, B.C.. 
Number of hectares 20.4, 
viewing date December 4th 
1979, leaving Ranger Stetlon 
at 9:00 o.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the stand 
tending site prior to Sub- 
miffing a tender for thts 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is h30 p.m. 
December 139h 1979. 
Tenders must be submitted 
on the form and In the on- 
velopes supplied which, with 
particulars; may be obtained" 
from the Forest Ranger(s) 
Indicated, or from the 
Regional Manager, Ministry 
• of Forests, Prince Rupert, 
B.C 
"rhe lowest or any tender will 
not necessarily be nccepted. 
;'Th!s call for tender Is undar 
a~terms.of that, Cen~e 
Itlsh Columbia Intensive 
Forest Management 
Agreement/' 
A9130 
INVITATION TO TF.,NDER 
SEAI,F,D TENDERS for the ~ 
.project liaed'below, ad- 
~e~ed .to .the Director, 
Several things can go 
wrong with your car's wind- 
shield cleaning system, but 
if you know what to look 
for, most are easy to find 
and fix. 
Experts at ANCO, the 
windshield wiper people, 
offer this trouble.shooting 
checklist: 
Switch on, noth ing 
happens- -Most  wiper 
motors are electric. The 
mot~rs, however, are ex- 
tremely durable and seldom 
require repair or replace- 
ment. Check for a blown 
fuse, frayed wires, corroded 
terminals, or a broken 
switch. 
Wipers on, but washer 
doesn't work--First check 
the reservoir to see that it 
is full. If the fluid level is 
low, fill with solvent o the 
proper level. Before filling, 
though, be sure the filter 
screen at the bottom of the 
tank is not clogged. 
Check the spray nozzles 
for obstructions. If they're 
plugged, push a thin wire or 
straight pin through the 
opening. 
Inspect hoses for leaks, 
breaks, or kinks. If there are 
obstructions, remove the 
hose ends from the spray 
nozzles or the pump, and 
blow air through them. If 
the air can't get through, 
• free the clog by threading 
thin wire through the hose. 
Look for a blown fuse or 
faulty electrical Connections 
between the dash switch 
and the washer pump. 
If everything checks out 
to this point, you Probably 
need a new washer pump. 
RePlacement units are avail. 
able at service stations and 
automotive parts stores. In- 
stallation is easy, using the 
instructions provided with 
each motor. 
Wipers treak or smear- 
.To remedy this problem, 
check the wiper blades or 
refills. If the refills are 
hardened or cracked, re- 
place them. If they're in 
good condition, they and 
your. windshield may be 
contaminated with an oily 
• road film. Wash your Wind- 
shield and blades with soap 
and water to remove the 
film• 
Wiper blades ¢.hatter-- 
"Chatter" can result from 
a variety of causes. Cheek to 
see that he wiper arm tip at 
mid-stroke is parallel to the 
dass. 
Marsh World 
SPECKLED ALDER (Alnus rugosa) -- in wet'locations 
such as the borders of marshes and ponds the 
speckled alder is a common shrub." It has a shallow 
root system:and a number of upright stems, it wil l  
sometimes grow to a height of 10 meters. The leaf 
mid,rib and~,e~ns are impressed above and raised 
below. (A) The male flower or "catkins" are pale 
yellow-green with dark-brown scales. The female 
flowers are small and bud-like alongside. The small 
cone-like fruit (B) is dark brown and clustered. The 
bark is smooth, reddish-brown and speckled with 
light markings. 
Ducks Unlimited (Canada) 
1190 WaverlEy St.. Winnipeg. Man. R3T 2E2 '~ 287-79 
Engineering and Ar- 
' ~  ofJndMn'chiteetural Seryj~e,$; IM . " ' T ~  " ..... t ~ "  ''.~ . . . . .  ....... '.............. .. 
fairs and Northern Greenfield Development, P.O: Boz NEW YORK (,U=) -- A orctered 
10061, Pacific Centre, 700 W. Sucre hu  ordered thg two Npante Nlectimof thetwo 
Georgia St., Vancouver, murder trlain be cmducted Juriu and us/d lawyers' 
B.C.,V~ICI, andan~r~l  s imul taneous ly  with opening and doming 
withtheproJe~mmewllibe ~parctaJurlca l the same s~atements and his own 
mziwd mUl the q~i/ied co~,  paving the way cherg l  to LI~e JurlN will be 
doJlng_~nelmddst~, . foratrttllswyer|uywllibe delivered mparstely~ The 
Trader uocummt~ ne uaprec~e~l .  Juries L~'e•to be kept apart 
otmdned trom .theabove ~hedusitrinlwwordm.l for deliberations on .the 
verdicts. noted DeparUnmt of/~cllan Friday by J~tice Edward 
M~I'!~, V lmcet lv~.  Greenfield of the New York 
(f~b~Roor, Paclfl~=(~'e) • State Supreme Coat'in the 
beginning November M, eanm of Yraneia Fcether- 
17/I |ram. I :YI~e George I t~e  and James G)onan, 
Dlm'l¢ Office at ~ both accused of !~ing 
Yl~orbt ~., P~ce  Georg% seme ManMtum bartender. 
B.C. Y~ 4X~ on pa~e~ o! 11;e orc~r rseulted from 
applicable dqz~lt . ,  the/'act.that marne evldance 
~der  Deeume~t may Ilm n i l  Inlt each defendant 
be viewed at emm~etbn canaot be need againot the 
amm U~ in the ~dlow~ other. 
locations: Vancouver, 
However, the trials will be 
1 conducted with the  two 
ur le l  l i s ten ing  
multanmusly to evicl~ce 
admissible egslnt~ both 
defendants, and when 
evidence is Inadmissible 
alug me ddandant, he 
hcarin~ the ease ~adug. 
will be sea ~m the 
room.  
Gr~adleld said one susan 
Burnaby, Prince George, 
and Terrace. 
PROJEC~ 
project ~o;  . . 
Delivery and lnstellaUoa of 
two~ k'w diesel gmermra 
and ancillary works; !Ul~!Y., 
delivery and lug~tt~n m
poles, overhead power 
dl~Uxltion linm and ser- 
vices; alteration! to in- 
stallations within cert|in 
b~d~s;  tranq~rtstlon . f 
exl~in8 diesel ge,m~ors to
Prince George. 
LoeaUon: North Tada 
l ,~m Re~m~e Nbr. ? sp-, 
~m ~ ~N~h ~ PMnce 
G~rge. 
Cloling Date: |:10 P.M, 
(FST~ December 9, l~O. 
~:o~t:  m.~.  
INSTRUCTIONS 
Deposit for Plans, and 
Specifications must be made 
in the form of a CFAtlIFIED 
BANK CHEQUE. to the 0r&r 
of the Receiver General for 
Canada nd will be retmded 
on return of the do~mante 
prepaid and in good con- 
dition within one month of 
tende~ opining date, ' 
To be considered, each 
tender mwt be subnfltted on 
the forms provided by the 
~ m (  anc~.g  to the 
eondl~onl set forth t l~r~ 
and mug be ancomimded by 
the secure' ~pe~led m the 
trader doeumm~. 
Thelow~t or m~y tend~ 
not neeemrtly be a~epted. 
D.CleU, Director, 
Eniineering and Ar- 
ddU~m,  
f~D¢~anndent of Indian M- 
Northern Developmmt, 
Good quality hay for sale. $2 
per bale. Phone Telkwn 846- 
5575. (c6-27,30N4,7,11,14D) 
Looking for saddle horse, 
broke or green broke, to buy 
now.Call 635.5180 
C3.23 N 
for the deeisJon is ~.  the 
Secutor, John Mullsdy, is 
for pdv~e pr~e~tce 
anus% and time would 
be lost ff anoth~ presager 
had to be brleted ~ the Cue. 
Another eran, he caid, is 
that four prolmcutl~ wK. 
nesses are in protective 
,.,ugody and seWura~o tdads 
would lncrmm the eoqUof 
m~ta in~ w~u'~. 
. HELl  ) WANTED 
SECOND STEWARD 
Royal Canadian Legion 
(Branch 13) 
Terrace 
DUTIES - Operation of bar. 
Mi~ng and serving alcoholic beverages. Staff 
supervision, Stock control. Bookkeeping an 
asset. MUST BE 19 YEARS OF AGe OR 
OLDER. 
Hours flexible. 
Closing date for resume - December 7, 1979. 
Resume to MR. R. BENNE~IT 
4425 Legion Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1N7 
n mwar .  marketing representatives to promote 
| eight areas in B.C. 
B 
I with unique program• 
i ~ n  for cons~tantaeffort. 
• i For appointment call: 
I J'= ThomsOn 
i 669-1432 
I or send resume to: 
i Travel Save B.C. 
i ~rd floor 
i 8oo West Pender 
I Vancouver 
i vec 2V8 
n 
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FREE 
1EliWE li0RL GIFT WBFICA11S 
For these Ilems 
, hear tooth , hoar chws 
, welt loolh , beaver Ioolh 
* l l l | l  or door lllllrS (slngOeorpalr) 
Avalleblo at the front desk ot Ihe 
TERRAC[ HOTEL 
NORTHWEST PiPE 
/INn EQUIPMENT LTD, 
PIPE. Pt UMBING SUPPLIES. PUMPS 
HOSES.  NUtS  AND BOLTS. FENCING 
WATER SOFTENERS ANDMORE 
5239 Keith Avenue - ~ea, e c s~(,.o 
635-7158 
NOW OPEN 
i ,  the 
All West Centre 
HIGH COUNTRY 
Crafts & Gifts 
OPEN- Men. toast. 9 am-9pm 
4SII.F Keith Ave. 6,18-184S 
ARE YOU READY FOR 
THE COLD WEATHER? 
"WE CLEAN" 
CHIMNEYS -- FURNACES - -F IREPLACES 
BOILERS RESIDENTIAL or COMMERCIAL 
COMPLETE FORCED AIR HEATING SYSTEMS 
We offer rite most efficient way of cleaning your entire 
Mating system IN using a PRO-VAC Residential. 
C.ommerclel end Induetrlal Mobile Power Vacuum 
Unit. Alto Introducing the new method of utlllxlng 
.o ~!. . .~. .0r , f~. . ,9. , , . , !vo.~q~. . . . . . .  - ~ *:.: .... 
"Our sacvlce glvel peslflvo end efficient results" 
• CIII the PRO-VAC people today ind lee for yourself. 
Phone: 
T.,, . .  636"5292 
K,Im.t 632"2466 
I I 
Pro.Vac Industries 
Can. L#I. 
sarHIces Division 
Kltlmat.Terrace, B.C. 
I 
BILL IARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE & REPAIR ALL YOUR 
HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS. 
3213 KALUM SIREE 1 
IERRACE ac  PHONE 635.2473 
Custom Upholstery. Fabrics & Vinyls 
Furniture Repair and Refinishing 
Custom Auto Interiors. Van Conversions 
Custom Quilting of Fabrics 
P ioneer  Upho ls tery  
635-9434 
Weekdays 9 .5  
Other hours by appointment 
Claudette Sandeckl 3901 Doble Rd. 
Since 1973 Terrace, B.C. 
I 
Reedy Mix Concrete, Sand, uravei, Top S~II, Dreln 
Rock, Patio Blocl~, Concrete Gravel, [Jags of Cement, 
¼Yerd Concrete Ml~er Avalleble for R~t. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHONE &U.MM 
F;J.H, READY MIX 
C~llrucften Ltd. 
Plant Off Krumm Rood 
TherMIII 
EASTSIDE GROCER Y 
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT 
Open 7 days a week 
with Jerry & Marg 
to serve you 
WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9.11 
44M LAKELSE AVE. S,IS.2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
CA&& 
II 
NO W OPEN 
ALEX'S BODY SHOP 
in the old MeEwan's Shop 
(Across Iron tho Skoonn Holol) 
4515Grelg 6:)5-2326 
Res ident ia l  T ree  Serv ice  
,];' +Trimming +Tomthg 
÷R.mov,ng 
~ ~ Ful ly  experienced, 
~1~ / Ilcenced & Insured 
~ L . , A  FREE EST IMATES 
847-2447 (Smlthers) 
~ THRUWA Y 
• MUFFLERS 
Winter Months 
Nov.-  Feb. 
8 :30 a.m.-  5:00 p.m 
Closed Sunday & Monday 
638-1991 3010K Kalum Street 
~ ~  CIItCl I I I I I  Flrlillrl, IlIinishill 
" ~ .... (~ Gonorol Odldiol Cootraclinl 
2610 S. Kalum 036-5005 Terraoe 
LTD. 
~ . . ~  s~l~^~ ,s ~.H~t,' 
IO~D U,tL~( IK Ro ~.,~p: e,DO(,( 
q 8 Wqnterprises 
MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
Wayne SU.5~4 
Days 63S.42|S Ernle ilS.92S) 
GLACIER • 
L ,~,,5,~"5 4411 Loliol Avon. 
A Terrace. B.C. 
A Complete Glass.and 
S Alummum Service 
I 
TERRACE, B.C. 
PHONS M1-92S2 ANYTIME 
I I  I 
I I  I I 
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We have the friendliest clerks in town 
All Seasons 
Sporting 
Goods '~  i 
Moon Boots 
Reg. 29.95 
NOW 
ONLY 1 9. 9s 
Offer Good 
Till Dec. 1 
635-2982 :4627 Lakelse 
I} erksen' $ 
Credit 
J~e l le rs  
, DIAMONDS ,WATCHES 
, CRYSTAL , JEWELLRY 
4615A Lakelse 635-5453 
Flowers on the 
tab le - - tu rn  a luncheon 
into an occasion l 
I t 's li:m~ l -  maku ;i wa l ly  si:.ciaJ (lay of It. 
Aml . . l h i .~ .  says "S ln ,c i . l "  l ike bmsuti[ul ly 
. r r img(!d f lowvrs .  Call  u r  visit  lis t i lday 
Io St!i: i)t lr SL~ll!l:liOR. 
3237 Kal~n 
Q 
.635-59P.~ 
i 
Overwa,tea 
FOOD CENTERS 
LETTUCE ...39 
Maxwell House 
INSTANT 598 
COFFEE looz. 
~i l l skeena  mall 
BLUE RIBBON 
BAKERYI.o Ltd. 
, Pastr ies 
, Cakes * Breads 
Special 
attention 
to 
Wedding & 
• Birthday Cakes 
"" Your Persona/Bakery" 
4-4717 Lakelse 636-6063 
TerrAce 
Interiors Ltd. 
ARMSTRONG 
Oandide 
cushioned corlon linoleum 
Reg, price 13" 
,ow s9ss 
reduced to 
4610 L~zelle 635-660C 
THE 
PAM NIEMAN, cashier at Overwaitea, proudly displays the plaque as 
Clerk of the Week winner. Pare has worked at Overwaitea for a year 
and is in Grade 12 at Caledonia. 
FINRL TOUCH 
Cecil B 
- Makeup 
& Skin Care 1/2 price 
ELANCYL 
Cellulite 
,reatmen~ 30% ,off 
for one week only 
Wigs 25 % off 
-~l l lskeena mall 635-2769 
I I I I  
TERRAOE QO,OP 
"your one stop shopping oentre" 
, Produce , Heat 
, Bakery , Hardware 
. Groceries . Dry Goods 
, Building Supplies , Garden Centre 
,. Bulk Petroleum & Gas 
The triendliest 
clerk in town: 
who works at: 
Ballots should be dropped at the Daily Herald 
office or mailed c/o Advertising Manqer, 
the Herald, 3212 Kalnm St. 
N•EW QUADRA TRAVEL 
~ SERVICES LTD. 
FLY TERRACE-HONOLULU 
RETURN 
from =357 °° 
Book & pay 30 days i, adva,ce 
635-2281 4646 Lakelse 
Bavarian Inn 
Terrace's outstanding dlnlr9 place, discotheque & 
lounge - wl th quiet rustic decor and charming service. 
Dine in the atmosphere of the h'aditlonal Bavarian 
Style. Select your meal from a most extensive steak, 
seafood, schnitzel and International menu In the 
Pacific Northwest. 
OPEN FOR 
LUNCH. Toes. to Frl. 11.2 DINNER- Men. to Sun. 5-11 
Contest Rules 
1. Only participating merchants employees are eligible. 
2. Vote must he recorded each week on ballot provided every Tuesday in the 
Daily Herald. 
3. Any clerk may win once only. If a previous winner tops voting runner up 
shall be chosen winner. 
4. Winner will be selected by majority of ballots. 
5. Ballots must be in by Friday noon each week. 
6. Clerk shall mean cashier, receptionist, waiter, waitress, salesperson. 
7. Judges decision final. 
I I  I II [[ I]1 I 
TERRAOE ELEi)TRONli) 
Repairs Ltd. 
Now available 
AMPEX CASSETTES 
4 tapes iu a storage rack 
~so 10" 
.o 13" 
4623 Lakelse 
I 
635-4543 
ONE HOUR SERVICE 
TIME CLEANERS 
For the best in 
suede & leather 
cleaning 
Plus minor clothing repairs 
Terrace Mini Mall 635-2820 
I [ I I I  I I I I  
